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•
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In the studio, at the jazz festival, in the club

A Bach Trumpet Can Help Make Your Sound
The Highlight Of Any Performance!

s.

A Bach Stradivarius gives you
important playing advantages
that go with Vincent Bach's own
ingenious acoustical design, including consistent response in all
registers and at all volumes,
unequalled purity of intonation,
fluid performance of the stainless
Monel Metal pistons, and the
rich timbre of the one-piece,
hand-hammered bell.

No matter what type of playing you do, no matter what sound
you want, you'll find that aBach
Stradivarius trumpet will meet
your most exacting demands.
A selection of five Bb trumpets
gives you access to the complete
spectrum of modern sounds —
compact, driving sound with an
"edge" ... robust, solid sound
with great carrying power...
dark, smooth sound.

Select a "Strad" at your earliest
opportunity. Available now at
your Bach Dealer's!
Vincent Bach Corp.
Subsidiary of the Magnavox Company

Box 310, Elkhart, Indiana 46514
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brasses for students.
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Carpenterr carry round infurance.

One of the country's hot:est rew groups, Carpenters, needed a portable
sound system that could give them recording studio control over the sound
of things like " Close to You" and " Ticket to Ride" in live performances.
Solution? The Shure Vocal Master Sound System! The same system used on
tour by The 5th Dimension, The Lettermen, Sergio Mendes & Brasil 66, The
Dells, plus hundreds of °their groups. The Shure Vocal Master gives them
utter reliability, complete control over vocal effects and over feedback —
with 300 watts of peak penetrating power! Result? Audiences across the U.S.
are hearing Carpenters as they sound on m
their recordings—naturally! Shure Brothers V
I
5
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Inc., 222 Harteey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204.
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play one of
these...

Baldwin FR- 200

and you'll never go back to whatever
it was you were playing before!
Open your ears and your mind to
the exciting new sounds of the
Baldwin " Pro" Organ, the organ
that turns you loose to explore a
whole new worldof musical variety.
Of course, there's still a solid
foundation of those good old
sounds that have been around for
years. But— for the first time— you
won't be limited to sounding just
like everyone else every time you

play Best of all...although the
Baldwin " Pro" has twice as much
as other organs, it costs only
half as much as you might think.
For the full story on the Baldwin
"Pro" Organ, write to: Dept. DBM11, Baldwin Piano & Organ Company, P.O. Box 2525, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45201. Or see your local
Baldwin Dealer today.
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By CHARLES SUBER
Ambivalence. Simultaneous attraction
toward and repulsion from an object, person, or action. While universally applicable
to many things, people, and happenings,
the definition peculiarly applies to jazz and
the business of jazz. Here is acase in point.
Recently the New York chapter of the
Record Academy ( NARAS) held a special
meeting before 200 members and guests
"in an attempt to find new ways and means
of spreading the jazz gospel throughout
the land in which it was born." The cry
was "justice for jazz" ( alliterative rhetoric
is catching). Billy Taylor, this writer's
favorite jazz mensch, moderated a panel
of jazz producers and players who collectively stressed several vital needs or goals:
extensive promotion and distribution of
jazz records; educating the great American
public ( there's that rhetoric again) by
bringing jazz to the schools; establishing a
viable relationship between jazz and the
younger record buyer; and the need for
cooperation by various media, especially
radio and TV, "on the presentation and
dissemination of live and recorded jazz."
Obviously we agree with these aims ( if
not with the rhetoric) but the best of intentions are meaningless without the ways
and means to do something. It's like trying
to really do something about the environment. Everyone knows and talks about the
problem but when it comes to actually
paying the price there is an embarrassed
shuffling of feet.
All the panel members and the audience
of that NARAS meeting know the score
but the power boys made up the rules. As
one president of a large record company
told rue last year, "We're not selling talent,
we're in the marketplace with a product
that profitably breeds its own obsolescence." It certainly should come as no
surprise that corporations are for profit
and that sales and marketing managers
take the straightest line between production and profit.
As for jazz in the schools, the record
industry people speak ambivalently. In the
hundreds of school jazz festivals I have
been connected with in the past 15 years,
I can only remember five occasions when
any record company executive was there.
The main problem isn't really in the
product, it is in promotion and distribution.
And let's face it. More than 75% of the
record sales in this country are controlled
by the rack jobbers—those arbiters of good
taste who stock the racks in supermarkets,
drugstores and other musical outlets. ( The
local music store is the last place you go
to get a record). As for promotion, Iwish
you could read the letters we get at down
beat from disc jockeys who would like to
program more jazz if they could be sure of
a steady supply of records.
NARAS, how about this? We'll act as a
clearing house for you for the distribution
of records to disc jockeys who demonstrate
a genuine interest for jazz programming.
And to make sure that the records can be
purchased somewhere once they have been
heard on the air, please note the expansion the down beat/RECORD CLUB to
include any jazz record currently available
from any record manufacturer ( P. 31).
How about you readers? What suggestions do you have? Let us know.

Funky Power.
Funky power is what it takes
to hit anote and bend it, lay it out
straight, whisper it, bellow it,
woof it, tweet it or warble it.
Whatever moves you, baby.
It's the stuff it takes to reach
from here to there with volume,
brilliance and tone intact. It's the

stuff that goes into Yamaha combo
instruments — combo organs,
drums, electric guitars, electric
basses, amplifiers. You name it.
We make it. With funky power.
Turn some on.

)YAMAHA
In turna (: utpuratunt

7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CaId. l/errIP
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You're good.
You've got your own sound.
Your own songs. Your own thing.
And you've started your own group.
But just like everybody else,
you're trying to get by on whatever's around—
on borrowed speakers and rented mixing amps.
You can't afford acomplete sound system of your own.
At least you don't think you can.
Well, we've got anew complete system
that doesn't cost an arm and aleg.

It's the first Altec system
for under $ 1000.
It's the new Alt( (- A ' 10 SOur ,ri vslim
For $997.00,
you get the Altec 1200A control console/mixing amp
that handles voices and instruments.
With 145 watts music power, 5separate inputs
and all kinds of knobs, buttons and switches.
With built-in reverb, reverb timbre,
hi- lo gain and anti-shock.
With its own rugged portable carrying case.
You also get two all-new Altec 1207A column speakers
that push big sounds over awide dynamic range.
With arising response characteristic
for better projection and clarity.
With four high efficiency 10- inch speakers in each.
With 3
/4
inch ply construction, vinyl cover and
edge bumpers and convenient carrying handles.
The control console stand is an optional accessory—
model 1100A.
It's the new Altec A-110 system for under $ 1000 —
the complete sound system you can afford to own.

To: Alec Lansing, 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, CA. 92803.

E Please

send me more information on tne new A-110 system and
your complete Musical Sound catalog. All free.

III Please send me tne following full size posters. ( Note these are
just a few of the performers who use Altec sound equipment.)
Cro.by, Stills & Nash
Merle Haggard

Don Ellis
Neil Young & Crazy Home

I'm incILding 25e for eacn poster. No stamps please.
Name_
Address _
City
State/Zip
A QUALITY COMPANY OF LN LING ALTIC. INC

CHORDS & DISCORDS
A Forum For Readers

Omission

On behalf of my fellow musicians and
myself, thank you for mentioning our
names and our performance at the Aug.
16 Jazz Vespers at St. Peters Church in
New York (
Strictly Ad Lib, db, Oct. 1).
Inadvertently, you omitted the name of
the group's leader, Ray Armando, who
contributed his many talents to the proceedings. This skilled conga drummer doubled on Brazilian guitar and bongos, and
also arranged all of the music. He also

composed all but two of the tunes.
True, a group cannot function without
its sidemen, who too frequently never get
mentioned while the leader basks in glory.
In this case, as members of a young
group seeking to break new ground in the
jazz world, we feel our leader deserves
some mention also.
Bobby Matos
New York, N.Y.

Blues Views
Even from my remote locale, we have
been hearing about the Chess Vintage series now for over six months. It seems
that more recent efforts in the blues reissue category could be given more publicity, notably Arhoolie's recent acquisition

The
Ultimate

of the Folk-Lyric catalog. And, in view of
the reluctance on the part of major recording companies to reissue important
masters from their own catalogs, it would
seem that a magazine such as down beat
would be more concerned with initiating
groundswells that would lead to reissue
programs rather than critiquing the 20year-old performances of legendary Chicago blues figures.
In the Sept. 17 issue (
Blues 'n Folk)
John Litweiler reviewed five of the Chess
Vintage LPs, pronounced them good ( for
an odd variety of reasons), and urged us
to enjoy. Imust take issue, however, with
his offhanded rejection of the highly sensitive and powerful early sides by Muddy
Waters. Since I got hold of the first edition of this LP in 1964 Ihave considered
much of it sacred. The so-called confused
rhythmic stiffness and empty slide guitar
work are not to be found. The guitar work
on She Moves Me and Rollin' Stone are
superb examples of the controlled expression of intense emotion that Muddy has
never been able to duplicate. The classic
ICan't Be Satisfied is the epitome of simplicity and beauty in the early, very unsophisticated Chicago blues tradition. The
mannerisms of which Litweiler speaks are
difficult to assess. Muddy's voice is rich
and effective; more need not be said. Only
in the later recordings of the period this
LP represents, such as I'm Ready and
Hoochie Coochie, does Muddy lose the
intensity of his first recordings. These may
fit Litweiler's definition of "swing," but
the "feel" is gone, and it's that feeling
(whether it be "passionate singing" or
"rhythmic stiffness") that to me delineates
the best of Muddy Waters.
One more note on Litweiler's column,
and may all the post- 1968 B.B. King fans
take note. Buddy Guy ( Chess 409), "in
his more craftsmanlike manner, is a rewarding guitarist and singer, quite superior
to B.B. King . . ." I cannot agree more.
But why is Litweiler so down on my man
Muddy?
L. S. Summers
Tampa, Fla.

No Knock

You've never heard it so good. Kustom's revolutionary new PA's

the

ultimate in public address engineering and design!
Choose from eleven fantastic solid state sound systems. 150, 300 and 600
watts of colossal sound power. Master Volume, Bass, Treble, Reverb and
Anti- Feedback Controls. And individual controls on each channel make
Kustom PA's the most versatile systems on the market today.
Kustom's new PA's really make it...you sound like you Every tone, note,
pause is captured and projected as it really is.
Kustom delivers the most versatile and reliable sound ever made. Built
and guaranteed to last alifetime. Hear the new sound out front at your
Kustom dealer today.

[Zistota l

Kustom Electronics, Inc.

Chanute, Kansas 66720
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Mark Thiel (
Chords and Discords, db,
Aug. 20) criticized Sonny Sharrock's rock
knock, but I don't think he hit the heart
of the matter.
Of course, there are rock groups doing
good, non-dance, non-vocal music; Captain
Beefheart may not even be the best example. But that's not the point. Danceability and lyrics are matters of style and
personal taste; I can't imagine any criteria which are less important to quality.
(Strauss or Verdi, anyone?)
Ichallenge Sharrock to "give me awhole
record by" Duke Ellington "where they
just start out and just play, without a
steady rhythm you can dance to and without words, and make it just a purely listening music." Any debate about Ellington's
musical stature?
Finally, understand that I'm not knocking Sharrock's musicianship. But competence in one field doesn't guarantee critical
expertise in another.
H. Bruce Stewart
Berkeley, Cal.

down bea
FINAL BAR
Singer Janis Joplin, 27, was found dead
in a Hollywood motel room in the early
morning of Oct. 5. A coroner's report
attributed the cause of death to " an accidental overdose of heroin."
Miss Joplin's death came within less
than three weeks of that of another rock
superstar, Jimi Hendrix, also only 27.
It was Miss Joplin's appearance with Big
Brother and the Holding Company at the
1967 Monterey Pop Festival that catapulted her to fame. At the time, she had
been singing professionally for less than a
year.
Born in Port Arthur, Tex., she was an

early rebel against the stifling small-town
environment in which she grew up. She
tried her hand at painting, drifted in and
out of college, briefly worked as a computer programmer, and collected blues records. In June of 1966, an old friend,
Travis Rivers, who had formed the Big
Brother group, sent for her to come to San
Francisco and join the group, and she
soon became its star attraction.
In singing and performing, Miss Joplin
found the perfect outlet for her passionate temperament. Her voice was untrained and strident, but she put everything
she had into it. Her stage manner was
flamboyant, uninhibited, and overtly sexual. In a sense, she was an undisciplined
performer, but this very fact made her so
appealing to her audience.
Essentially, Miss Joplin's forte was the
adaptation of blues to rock conventions.
Though she claimed, no doubt sincerely,
to be influenced by Bessie Smith, a more
direct ancestor of her style was Big Mama
Thornton, whose Ball and Chain became
Miss Joplin's first and biggest hit.
Miss Joplin was at her best, and probably happiest, while working with Big
Brother, a rather unsubtle San Francisco
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blues-rock band that gave her the right
kind of backing. After her success at
Monterey ( followed up by an appearance
at the Monterey Jazz Festival later that
year), she signed a recording contract as
a single, and a new backup band was put
together for her. It was too slick and she
did not feel comfortable with it.
Recently, she formed a new group, the
Full Tilt Boogie Band, with which she
made a surprise appearance at the Festival
for Peace in New York's Shea Stadium
Sept. 6. She was in the middle of making
an album with the band for Columbia in
Los Angeles when she died.
Alto saxophonist Scoops Carry, 55, died
Aug. 4 in Chicago after a long illness.
Born George Dorman Carry in Little
Rock, Ark., he graduated from Chicago
Music College in 1932, played with Lucky
Millinder, his brother Ed Carry's band,
Fletcher Henderson, Roy Eldridge, Art
Tatum, Earl Hines, Horace Henderson,
and Hines again from 1941 to 1947.
He then studied law, graduating from
John Marshall Law School in Chicago and
establishing a successful practice in that
city.
Carry's most famous recorded solo, on
Hines' Jelly Jelly, was often mistakenly
credited to Charlie Parker in the early
days of bebop. He can also be heard on
many other Hines disks, playing in an
attractive fluent mainstream style, and on
Roy Eldridge's famous 1937 recordings
(Wabash Stomp, Heckler's Hop, etc.).
Trumpeter Gail Brockman, 53, died
Sept. 29 in Chicago. He played with the
big bands of Horace Henderson, Earl
Hines, and Billy Eckstine, and was in the
first group led by Gene Ammons, with
which he recorded in 1947.
He later worked with numerous Chicagobased bands, including those of Red Saunders and Bill Russo, toured with Nat King
Cole, and briefly played with Count Basie.
A capable section trumpeter and fine
soloist who never achieved due recognition, Brockman can be heard on Ammons'
Red Top and Idaho, and Russo's S'posin'
and An Esthete on Clark Street.

JAZZ&PEOPLES MOVEMENT
PROMISED NBC ACTION
In its second foray against network TV,
the Jazz and Peoples Movement confronted
NBC's Johnny Carson Show Oct. 1 and
came away with more concrete promises
than previously obtained from CBS (
db,
Oct. 15).
Again led by Rahsaan Roland Kirk,
JPM members blocked the doors of the
New York studio where Carson tapes and
began to play music at the scheduled time
for the taping.
A conference was quickly called by network officials, and after some discussion,

the demonstrators allowed the taping to
proceed unhampered. Joseph Cuneff, director of night-time programing for NBC, said
after the discussion that a series of meetings with musicians would begin the follow week.
"I want to have more meetings—meaningful meetings," Cuneff said. "I'm not
here just to put together shows; I'm here
to help."
A spokesman for the JPM expressed
satisfaction with NBC's initial response.
The movement's goals include more jazz
and black music on TV and other media,
regular programing of shows that would
educate the public about black music;
more black musicians on daily and weekly
network TV, and more recognition of jazz
musicians when they do appear as guests
on television.
At presstime, further demonstrations
were being planned.

THE JAZZ CLUB SCENE:
SOME HOPEFUL SIGNS
Though there appears to be little letup
in the general night club doldrums, some
rays of light are appearing in unlikely
corners of the jazz world.
In Minneapolis, the Cafe Extraordinaire,
a no-liquor coffee house operated by Bob
and Doris Jackson, is wrapping up a big
Fall Festival of Sound that has featured the
groups of Elvin Jones, Joe Henderson, and
Eddie Harris, and concludes with Kenny
Burrell ( Nov. 1-5). In the same city, a
group of businessmen plan to open a
middle-of-the-road jazz club this fall.
In Springfield, Mass., John Gamilis' Famous Door, once a well-known jazz spot
but in recent years mainly an outlet for
rock, is changing its name to the Village
Gate and will resume a jazz policy this
month. Among the groups scheduled to
appear are Cecil Payne's Zodiac with violinist Aubrey Welsh, the Kenny DorhamHank Mobley Quintet, and the Howard
McGhee Quartet with singer Joe Carroll.
And in West Patterson, N.J., veteran
jazz buff and club owner Amos Kahn is
back in the game with the Gulliver, featuring such local talent as pianist Reno
Brooks and tenorist Mike Melillo on weeknights, and bringing in guest stars like
Roy Eldridge and Willie The Lion Smith
on weekends.
In Chicago, the Sutherland has been
back in action since September, with Jimmy Smith and Sonny Stitt among the attractions. In the New York area, the
established clubs are standing fast, while
new scenes include Diggs' Den in Harlem,
where Barry Harris holds forth on weekends with Gene Taylor and Roy Brooks,
and the Galaxy in Queens, where Roy
Eldridge and Illinois Jacquet recently coled a swinging group.
November 12
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POTPOURRI
A marathon memorial tribute to Booker Ervin, stretching from 6 p.m. to 4
a.m., was held Sept. 28 at the Lorelei on
East 86th St. in Manhattan. Among the
many musicians who performed at the
well-attended event were Rahsaan Roland
Kirk, Ray Bryant, Kenny Dorham, Bill
Barron, Billy Taylor, Toshiko, Eddie
Harris, Jinuny Owens, Bobby Brown,
Roy Brooks, Cecil Payne, Horace ParIan, Ernie Wilkins, Richard Williams,
Peck Morrison, J. C. Moses, Sonny Red,
Chris White, Bob Cranshaw, Bobby
Jones, Ray Copeland, Walter Perkins,
Monty Alexander, Warren Chiasson,
Michael Shepherd, Aubrey Welch, Ruth
Brisbane, and many others.
Tony Bennett appeared in concert at
New York's Philharmonic Hall Sept. 26,
backed by Louis Bellson's 21-piece big
band. A special solo and obbligato role
was assigned to cornetist Ruby Braff,
who has been touring with Bennett. Tap
dancer Bunny Briggs was also featured.
Herbie Mann unveiled a brand new
combo at Shelly's ManneHole in September following a successful three-week
Japanese tour with his old combo. The

new group boasts a brass section ( Mel
Lastie, Ike Williams, trumpet, fluegelhorn; George Bohanon, trombone, baritone horn) and also includes Al Vescovo,
guitar; John Barnes, electric piano; Darnell Clayton, electric bass; Dick Waters,
drums, and Victor Pantoja, congas.
•
Vibist Karl Berger, who holds a doctorate in musicology and philosophy, is
conducting a weekly seminar in improvising music at the New School for Social
Research in New York City during the
fall and spring semesters. Berger will also
present several modern jazz lecture-demonstrations and concerts, utilizing prominent
guest artists, at the school's auditorium.
These will be open to the public and are
described by Berger as "a new type of
music appreciation." The German-born musicians is also teaching a course in musicianship at Hartt College in Hartford,
Conn.

STRICTLY AD LIB
New York:

Rahsaan Roland Kirk
worked the Vanguard for the last two
weeks in September. Kirk was followed
by Pharoah Sanders' group . . Barry
Harris has been at Diggs' Den on week-

son's original will have errors, but it will
have a depth and spirit of discovery.
Still, if Goodman's version lacks FletchFOR
er's depth, and is polished and correct, it
does have a life of its own, it has solos
SALE—
of its own, and they may be very good
PART II
ones. So the comparison won't quite
hold. For these Time-Life performances
rarely rise above competence in interBystander
pretation, and often they sink well below
it.
by MARTIN WILLIAMS
Furthermore, they produce dullnesses
and grotesqueries, many of them. The
trumpeter who takes Rex Stewart's lovely
moment on Ellington's In a Sentimental
THE SWING ERA is a much-publicized
Mood has a thankless task, to be sure,
project of Time-Life, a series of albums
but he comes up with something ugly
(two released as this is written), which
indeed. And the effort at Buck Clayton's
re-create hits, near-hits, and some nonOne O'Clock Jump solo is very close to
hits from the music, mostly the big band
incompetent. It is also shocking that
swing music, of the '30s.
studio saxophonists can't do a better job
And why not? I mean get the old
of imitating Lester Young these days.
charts out—or if there are no old charts,
(Only a few years ago, half of them
transcribe the records. Get some good
would haN e imitated him whether they
men, let them read and interpret the
were asked to or not.)
dots, and then let them solo. Of course,
On the other hand, Gus Bivona's and
you don't get musicians whose solo styles
Abe Most's re-creations of Goodman's
are too far out of the context of the
clarinet are almost uncanny—or maybe
times. Right?
not considering how many years Bivona
Wrong. They're peddling nostalgia on
particularly has been practicing it. Bivona
these records, baby. Nostalgia not only
even does Buster Bailey as if he were
doesn't call for creativity, it can't even
Goodman on the Henderson Christopher
handle it. The soloists don't improvise.
Columbus and ( some of you guys are
They undertake to play the old solos
not going to like this) consequently
note for note.
makes the solo swing more than Bailey
What results is a kind of interpretive
did.
music. Judged as such, it is, at turns,
Selections, too, make for strange recompetent, dull, and downright ugly. Oh,
sults. A re-creation of the Bob Crosby
everything is correct, right in place. The
Gin Mill Blues results in someone's imioriginal mistakes are all corrected, there
tating Bob Zurke interpreting Joe Sulliare no bad notes, and poor intonation is
almost impossible to find.
van!
It is rather like listening to Benny
One could go on cataloging the ugly
moments and the failures. An imitation
Goodman play a Fletcher Henderson
score if you know the original. Hender- of Lionel Hampton on the Goodman
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ends in October. With the pianist are
Gene Taylor, bass and Roy Brooks, drums
. . . Joe Lee Wilson and his band were
held over uptown at Wells on weekends
through Sept. . . . The last week in September had James Moody at the Half
Note with Ross Tompkins, Victor Sproles
and Mousey Alexander. The week before,
Jimmy Giuffre's group held forth . . .
Chuck Wayne played the Guitar the end
of September . . . Dakota Staton and
Dizzy Gillespie played at Club Baron
through Oct. 4 . . . Leon Thomas did a
Town Hall Concert Oct. 5 . . . Slugs had
Omette Coleman's Quartet through Oct.
4 with Dewey Redman, tenor sax; Charlie Haden, bass, and Ed Blackwell, drums
. . . Willis Jackson's group played Arthur's Roundtable in Sept.. . . Billy Gault
played Brooklyn's Muse Oct. 1 . . . Jazzline, the information service for what's happening in jazz in town has anew telephone
number. Call 771-3244 for the news. Jazzline is sponsored by Jazz Interactions,
a non-profit organization dedicated to furthering jazz . . . The Jual Curtis Instant
Swing Ensemble, Shall Hadi, and Charles
MeGhie played Jazz Vespers services at
St. Peter's Lutheran Church in October
. . . The Village Gate had Yoel Shares
Trio at Top of the Gate the week of Sept.
!Continued on Page 43
quartet's Moon Glow sounds more like
the work of a computer than that of a
flesh-and-blood musician. The rhythm
section on One O'Clock Jump might be
more appropriate to Bob Crosby, or even
Artie Shaw, than Basie.
Several times the records are a kind
of backhanded tribute to Ellington, for
they show how perceptively he has used
the sounds and souls of his players. A
saxophone passage, say, that sounds eloquent on the Duke's original may here
sound like some rather ordinary sax
voicings competently read.
One musician involved in these performances does meet his problem head
on—either he did or someone filled out
his part for him most remarkably. That
is pianist Ray Sherman on One O'Clock
Jump. He takes Basic's single-note solo
as his melody line, embellishes it tastefully in the treble and chords in the bass
in a kind of Earl Hines-Jess Stacy style.
He thereby provides one of the few interesting moments in the first two volumes of the Swing Era series.
He is also providing one of the possible
answers that a good musician can come
up with if he is faced with a strictly
interpretive approach to an initially improvisational music. And that, I venture
to suggest, is a problem that jazzmen
are going to have to face increasingly in
the future. I mean, shall a masterpiece
like Ellington's Blue Serge be dead in
1980 except on phonograph records? And
if not, how shall it be played?
In any case, there are other questions
raised by The Swing Era, and I plan to
come back to them in the next issue.
Note: At least some ( for all I know,
all) of this music has been previously
issued on Capitol under Billy May's and
Glen Gray's names.

"GIUCITET"

conducted by harvey siders

Theme:
Is there such a thing as a jazz singer—
and if so, what sets him or her apart from
other singers? Who are the best among
them?
Soloists:

.TROMBERT

O. C. Smith: "First of all, no one should
be categorized, mainly because singing is
a feeling. Therefore, I wouldn't categorize
other singers. I wouldn't even call myself
ajazz singer. Ireally don't like that label,
but if Ihad to choose the best jazz singer,
I'd say Eddie Jefferson."
Irene Kral: "My first thought is aquestion: 'Why do you want to know?' There
is no way to communicate about your
art. It's too intangible. No singer is really
a jazz singer; that's presumptuous. But
there are jazz-oriented singers—those who
improvise and use their voices like instruments. They have to be set apart from
the others. That would include Carmen
McRae, Billy Eckstine and Joe Williams.
As for me, I'd like to be considered simply a good singer. If someone wants to go
further, let them get hung up on categories."
Ann Richards: "Oh sure, there are
jazz singers. Take Anita O'Day, Chris
Connor, June Christy—Ella or Carmen.
The main thing is they move right ahead
without being conscious of lyrics. If you
have to think of lyrics or sing to an audience, you're not a jazz singer. Me—I'm
too conscious of my obligation to the
audience. I grew up surrounded by jazz,
but right now I'm trying to break that
stigma. I don't like to interfere with a
lyric. Right now I'd have to consider myself a jazz-oriented, pop-rock method singer."
Joe Williams: "You can judge a jazz
singer by one basic thing: the sound. By
that standard I would have to say I don't
have the legitimate sound of a jazz singer.
Using that definition, I'd say Ray Charles,
James Brown and young Billy Preston
have the necessary sound. Sinatra? Iwould
call him jazz-oriented. Aretha Franklin, to
me, is an extension of Bessie Smith, when
you consider her church roots. Which
brings up a point. Take a singer who has
the church and gospel roots, give him the
training of a big band, and wow! There's
a fully developed jazz singer."
June Christy: "Whenever that question
is asked, Ifind myself going back to Louis'
classic reply: `If you have to ask what it
is'—you know the bit. I guess the best
way to describe jazz singing is to compare it with love. You know when you're
in it, but you still can't define it. Among
the best are Ella and Carmen. With Ella,
you keep expecting that someday she'll do
something that won't sound so good, but it
never happens. As for Carmen, she's just
too much."
Irene Reid: "I wouldn't want to classify myself as strictly a jazz singer. Betty
Carter is my idea of a jazz singer—and
Carmen McRae and Marlene Shaw. I
don't consider myself ajazz singer because
I'm really not toa confident about scatting.

I am confident about working with any
kind of background, even though I've
worked mainly with organ trios. There's
another thing that might be important to
some singers—reading. Now I don't read,
but I find it's no disadvantage. I tell you
what I do find an advantage—my strong
church background."
Mavis Rivers: "As far as I'm concerned, I don't know any other way to
sing except jazz. Without fear of egotism,
let me say 'Iswing.' Furthermore, I never
do things the same way twice. I guess
that's what jazz singing is all about. Among
the ones Ienjoy listening to are Mel Torme
and Frank D'Rone. As for scat, as soon as
you use it, you're pegged as 'another Ella.'
Talk about being pegged, you know what
they called me during one of my recent
tours? 'The Doris Day of New Zealand.'
How about that?"
Letta Mifflin: "What is a jazz singer?
I really could not define that, but I have

,fflors,
Betty Carter: ". . . I've got very strong
feelings on the subject . ."
favorite jazz singers: Ella, Sarah Vaughan,
Carmen McRae. It's a funny thing, but if
Isang all my numbers in English, it would
probably be thought of as jazz. A lot of
people probably interpret my African as
your scat. Iused to sing scat when I was
very young—that's when Itried to imitate
Ella on the records I had by her. What I
do now is so mixed up with African
music, I just wouldn't know how to describe it."
Marlena Shaw: "A jazz singer is one
who creates by improvising around the
melody line. Therefore, I'd have to consider myself a jazz singer. I couldn't possibly sing vtraight—you know, note for
note. As for the best, I'd choose Ella Fitzgerald, Joe Williams, Ethel Ennis and
Gloria Lynne. And for a different reason,
I'd have to include Tony Bennett. Now in
the case of Aretha, Ican't consider her a
jazz singer. She is agospel-oriented rhythm
and blues singer—which brings up an important point: jazz singers don't have to

be rooted in gospel and church backgrounds. Want to know something I've
been thinking for a long time? There
should be a fund for unknown jazz singers
—or maybe workshops available to spotlight those who are up and coming."
Carmen McRae: "Jazz is a feeling—so
is jazz singing. At one time I thought improvising was sufficient, but it's more than
that. It's how you syncopate the notes that
gives it a jazz feeling. As for myself, I'm
not really ajazz singer. Iam when Iwant
to be. Iwould say it depends on the room
Iwork. There's really only one jazz singer
—only one. Betty Carter."
Betty Carter: "Ican tell you about jazz
singers—I've got very strong feelings on
the subject. There are a lot of singers who
can sing ballads, but how many can do a
variety of things? In order to sing jazz,
you have to work at it. You have to be
around jazz musicians, you should know
keyboard theory, and harmonic training
certainly helps. To be able to explain to
musicians what you want is a definite
asset. But I suppose most jazz singers are
just naturals. Take Billie Holiday—real
raw, but she could take a tempo and ride
with it. And Ella, of course, she can swing,
she can think, she can improvise. Then
there's Carmen—and Sarah, but where do
you go after that? There are no male jazz
singers. The men have the horns. As for
me, I guess I'm the last of the Mohicans.
It's understandable: jazz singing is not
profitable. Young singers tend toward commercial singing—and let's face it, it's one
way or the other: if what you're singing
becomes commercial, it's no longer jazz."
Jimmy Witherspoon: "Jazz singer?
The whole idea is a myth. Of course they
call me a jazz singer—or at least a blues
singer. Well that's all right because in
order to know jazz, you've got to know
spirituals first and blues second. You know
who the greatest blues singer is? And I'm
not puttin' y'on: Kay Starr! Go ahead and
print that. Kay Starr is the best blues
singer around. And Capitol tried to change
her style—they said she was 'too colored.'
Well I'd put her in the same category as
Dinah Washington. But when you talk
about jazz singers, you're talking about a
myth. How could they call Al Jolson a
jazz singer? Now what kind of
is
that?"
Coda: "Spoon" is always good copy, but
while his delivery is pure blues, his word
is not necessarily gospel. Jazz singing is no
myth. It is very real, vital and creative.
It comes in many flavors and each is valid:
the humor of Satchmo; the exuberance of
Jimmy Rushing; the slickness of Jackie and
Roy; the suavity of Peggy Lee; the softsell of Grady Tate; the brashness of Sammy Davis Jr.; the logy-ness of Big Mama
Thornton; the Hoagy-ness of Mote Allison; even the melisma of today's "soul"
singers. Each has its personal groove, and
whether it's the phrasing, the syncopation
or the improvising, each manages to swing.
And that's the real name of the game.
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ROBERTA FLACK: SURE BET FOR STARDOM
by Dan Morgenstern
long ago at Chicago's
Auditorium Theater, astar-studded miniature jazz festival was held. On hand
were such heavyweight names as Cannonball Adderley, Herbie Mann, Les
McCann and Eddie Harris with their
groups, but it was a small, rotund girl
with a giant Afro hairdo who walked
away with all the marbles.
Roberta Flack sings and plays the
piano. "Iwant everybody to see me as
Iam," she has said, and when she performs, she gives off that very special
quality reserved for those who can combine a seeming artlessness and natural
manner with absolute artistic control of
their medium.
That night in Chicago, the audience
just wouldn't let her go, and it has been
the same at jazz festivals in Hampton,
Va. and Rhode Island, at Shelly's
ManneHole in Los Angeles, in New
York's Central Park, and in clubs and
on concert stages throughout the country.
Miss Flack was the sole guest on Bill
Cosby's TV special last spring, and she
has been seen on David Frost, Mike
Douglas, and other similar shows. Her
debut album for Atlantic, First Take
released last year, captured the fancy
of the public, and her just-released
second effort for the label, Chapter
Two, is even better. This month, she'll
have her own Carnegie Hall Concert.
ON A NIGHT NOT

Only two years ago, few people knew
about Roberta Flack. Just the patrons
at Mr. Henry's Upstairs club in Washington, D.C., where she was appearing
regularly, were able to enjoy her artistry. In the summer of 1968, Les McCann dropped in at a benefit concert,
caught her performance, was beguiled,
sent a tape to Joel Dorn at Atlantic,
and she was on her way.
In fact, however, Roberta Flack has
been on her way for most of her 30
young years. She was born in Black
Mountain, N.C.—a tiny spot on the
map immortalized by Bessie Smith, but
better known as Billy Graham's birthplace. She began to play piano at 4 by
ear, having listened to her father, an
amateur admirer of Art Tatum.
The family moved to D.C. when she
was 9, and little Roberta soon began to
skip grades and win musical competitions. At 12, she started piano studies
with Hazel Harrison, one of the first
prominent Negro concert pianists and a
Bach and Scarlatti expert. When she
was 13, Roberta won second place in
a scholarship contest ( segregated, she
notes), playing a Scarlatti sonata. "I
was a very serious little student," she
told Leonard Feather.
At 15, no less, she won ascholarship
to Howard University, and at 19 graduated from that famous institution with
a BA in music education. While there,
she studied voice with a teacher who
had worked with Leontyne Price. Brief-

ly, she returned to her home state to
teach, supposedly English literature, but,
she notes, winding up "teaching basic
grammar to 12th graders."
Back in D.C., she found teaching
music in the capital's school system a
bit more rewarding. In 1962, she began
to moonlight, working as accompanist
for a group of opera singers at the
Tivoli Restaurant. By 1965, she was sold
on the idea of becoming a professional
singer and pianist, something for which
she'd had a yen since giving a concert
during her Howard years which was
greeted with astanding ovation.
With her varied background in studying, teaching, and performing, Miss
Flack is very probably the most accomplished musician among today's pop
artists. She does her own arrangements,
she writes, and she can tell musicians
and a&r men what she wants.
But when she is on, it is not her
classical background that stands out.
There are, for instance, none of those
little piano-exercise touches that Nina
Simone used to indulge in. What comes
through, what is there, is awhole lot of
soul ( in the real, gospel sense of that
abused word), expert but never flashy
musicianship, and a marvelous sense of
pacing and structuring a performance.
Almost from the start, Miss Flack
has her audience firmly in hand, and
she never lets go. Unlike some other
strong performers, however, she leaves
you with the feeling of having been
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not bring Miss Reid the renown one
I can do anything like jazz, pop, and
might have expected. Touring extenblues, but not this psychedelic stuff. I
sively in Europe, she won a certain
was working in a club in Detroit and
following, gained valuable musical exthey had these guys with a wa-wa on
perience, and documented her associathe floor, playing this underground mution with the band in the form of a sic. Ihad gotten off the plane at seven,
handful of recordings (which, incidenIopened at nine and, because I really
tally, don't credit her as vocalist), but
couldn't get with them, Iclosed at ninethe American public was essentially still
thirty. The place was jammed with peounaware of Irene Reid.
ple and I just said to myself 'They've
In 1962, having left Basie, she regot it,' and I split, caught a plane at
turned to club work, appearing with
ten-thirty and was back in New York
organ trios throughout the country. She
looking at TV at one in the morning."
also recorded for Verve with large studio
If one must categorize Miss Reid's
bands led by such talented arranger/
new album, one would have to say that
leaders as Lalo Schifrin and Oliver Nelit's modern "soul" music, with some
son, but the album sold only moderately
extremely sympathetic arrangements of
by
well and, once again, Irene Reid was
current material by Horace Ott, inChris
lost in the record industry shuffle. Last
year she made an album for a small,
Albertson
independent company, appropriately entitled I've Been Here All the Time, and
TWENTY-THREE YEARS AGO, aseventeenyear-old girl from Savannah, Ga., took
a single from it, I Worry About You,
a bow before an enthusiastic and nocame close to being a hit, and woke
toriously critical audience at Harlem's
some people up to the fact that Irene
Apollo Theatre. For the fourth week in
Reid's talents were being overlooked.
arow, Irene Reid had won the theatre's
One true believer was a&r man Esfamous Wednesday night Amateur Conmond Edwards, who had successfully
test, a contest which has also launched
revitalized the career of Etta Jones in
the careers of such notable vocalists as
the '60s. "Ben Tucker told me that
Ella Fitzgerald and Sarah Vaughan.
Esmond was interested in recording
"I was very lucky," she recalls modme," Miss Reid explained. "I didn't
even know him, but I'll never forget
estly. "Ihad a powerful voice and peowhat he's done for me."
ple were then associating me with Dinah
Washington, who happened to be apWhat Edwards has done could, and
should, break Irene Reid into the "big
pearing at the Apollo in their regular
time." Their first collaboration, an alshow during that time. They asked her
to stay and hear me sing, but you know
bum entitled The World Needs What I
Dinah, she said 'I don't want to hear
Need, has just been released on Polyanybody sing,' but she stayed, and I dor and it must rank among this year's
happened to sing It Isn't Fair, one of
finest vocal albums.
her tunes. Itore the house down, then
Miss Reid agrees that her latest efshe complimented me, and I've been
fort is her best. "The album was Esgoing ever since."
mond's idea," she explains, "and I am
Miss Reid has been going ever since,
ccimpletely happy with what he got tobut the going has not been easy. Pergether. Because he took his time, and
haps the similarity between her voice
when you find aproducer who will take
and that of Miss Washington had somehis time, you know you'll come up
with a good product. I've always been
thing to do with it, but Isuspect it also
has something to do with her non-agrushed into a studio and then rushed
gressive nature—talent is, unfortunateout, and there's never been enough o
ly, not the only criterion for making it
concentration on what we were doing
in today's show biz.
and no one ever said 'Well, Irene, how
eluding what is probably the definitive
Irene Reid's talent wasn't entirely
do you feel about this or that. Before,
version of Paul Anka's My Way, and
overlooked, however. While appearing
it was always 'do this or do that or
an Ott original, Hey World, Let Love
in the Bronx, at aplace called the Blue
don't do anything,' but this time Ihad
In, which takes its beat from Sly and the
Morocco, she made a demo of Alexcomplete freedom and I was so reFamily Stone.
ander's Ragtime Band, which somehow
laxed."
Imust admit that Inever paid much
reached the ears of Count Basie and
It is not a jazz album, nor is it inattention to Miss Reid until I heard
aroused his interest. "When Iheard that
tended to be. "I like jazz, as long as
some advance tracks from this album.
Basie was interested, Icouldn't believe
it's not avant garde," she says. "Ihave
She has obviously been ignored too
it," she recalls, " I went to the Roundworked with people like Harold Malong, but she can no longer be ignored.
table for an audition with him. He sat
bern, Walter Bishop, Hank Crawford,
She has four sons, ranging in age
down, played acouple of bars and said
Wynton Kelly and Les McCann, somefrom 15 to 21, and a daughter, 13, all
`that's it,' then he took me on the road
thing you can really snap your fingers
of whom "want mama to be a star."
with his band. It was really one of the
and groove to . . . light jazz, but Ihave
Mama has been a budding star since
most terrific experiences of my life."
never classified myself as an out-andthat night at the Apollo, 23 years ago,
Thirteen years of hard, unrewarding
out jazz singer, as I would say Betty
and she has reached full bloom this
club gigs had prepared her for this big
Carter is—she's what I really call a year. Make lots of room for the big,
break, but fifteen months with Basie did
jazz singer, but I think I'm diversified.
ripe voice of Irene Reid.
EC,
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DREAMS COME THROUGH
by Joe H. Klee
MOST "JAZZ/ROCK" BANDS fall into one of
two categories. Either it's a jazz band trying to play rock without any real affinity
for or identity with the idiom, or it's a
group of rock musicians whose conception
of jazz has not progressed far beyond
Basie riffing and watered-down copies of
the great creative jazz soloists.
The main reason that the band called
Dreams has been able to avoid this dilemma is that they do not play jazz ( although
anumber of Dreams' members are eminent
in the jazz field), nor do they play rock
'n' roll ( though the names of rock bands
that some of the individual Dream-makers
have played with would indeed include
some chart-busters). Dreams is made up of
eight musicians from similar and dissimilar
backgrounds who have blended the totality
of the musics that have made up their
lives into a new music . . . Dreams music.
Somewhere between the night when organist Jeff Kent and bassist Doug Lubhan
played opposite each other at Steve Paul's
Scene ( in two separate bands) and the
night when it all came together at one of
Fillmore East's New Talent Tuesday Nights,
all the diverse threads that make up the
fabric of Dreams meshed into a musical
experience both truly musical and truly an
experience.
It could have been as far back as the
days in Berkeley, California, which had
Jeff on organ, Vic Thompson on tenor sax,
Bob Seal on guitar and Mark Whittaker
on drums. It could have been when Jeff,
Vic and Mark came back to the East Coast
as Snow. And it could have been the trio
of Jeff Kent, Doug Lubhan and Mark
Whittaker ( the first group to be called
Dreams), which played afew college dates,
added some horns, played a few more
dates, went into the Electric Circus and
then into Tarot Discaraunt (where most
of the musicians in Dreams will tell you
it really came together).
By that time, Dreams had added Randy
Brecker on trumpet, Mike Brecker on
tenor sax and Barry Rogers on trombone,
and had replaced Mark Whittaker with
drummer Billy Cobham. All these newer
members had worked together in a band
called Birdsong, led by an organist of the
same name.
After the Fillmore, it was back to the
woodshed to work out a few of the kinks.
Dreams emerged from the cocoon some
six months later with two additions: guitarist John Abercrombie and lead singer
Eddie Vernon. The fully evolved Dreams
dropped into the Village Gate—New York's
newest and best room for rock dancing—
one night for a guest set for a guest
audience including Jim Fielder of Blood,
Sweat&Tears, and Clive Davis, president
of Columbia Records.
A few weeks later they returned to the
room in a blaze of glory, breaking every
attendance record since the room had
switched to a rock policy. People came
and listened and came away impressed. In
talking to management—Lee Housekeeper,
former manager for Buddy Guy, and Mark
Hyman, who is an agent with Associated
Booking—you get a very rosy picture of
the future. A Columbia Records contract,
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college concerts ( the bread and butter of
this business), auditoriums, stadiums, etc.,
booked well in advance—and this for a
band barely a year old.
In addition to winning the down beat
International Critics Poll in 1969 as trumpeter most worthy of wider recognition,
Randy Brecker has the distinction of having been part of that noble if not completely successful first jazz/rock band,
Blood, Sweat&Tears # 1. True, at the same
time Randy, Al Kooper and Steve Katz
were doing their thing at the Cafe Au
Go Go in Greenwich Village, just across
Bleeker Street at the Bitter End, Mike
Bloomfield, Nick Gravenites and Buddy
Miles had a group with horns, The Electric Flag.
A quick listen to the one LP turned out
by each band will show, however, that
Electric Flag, for all its horns, was not a
jazz/rock band but was using the horns in
a Memphis r&b context while Kooper, inspired by the Don Ellis band, was sincerely trying to integrate the intensity of
rock with the more sophisicated and elusive style of big band jazz.
Today, Randy looks somewhat askance
at reporters who ask him what he thought
of BS&T then, or what he thinks of
them now. Yet he cannot escape the
knowledge that whatever jazz/rock was, is,
becomes, or begets, Randy Brecker was
an important part of the birth pangs.
While Randy has grown since 1967 and
continues to grow every day, his past is
still a part of him. One of the better tunes
Dreams plays, Make My Life, begins with
a Randy Brecker cadenza that shows his
love for the lyrical that makes him the
fourth B of jazz trumpet . . . in a line
with Bix Beiderbecke, Bunny Berigan, and
Clifford Brown.
Randy's younger brother Mike, a tiger
on the tenor, has suffered from underexposure. I must admit that the first time
I heard Mike was with Dreams, though I
had heard about him from Randy and
other musicians who hold him in high
esteem. Like his brother, Mike plays a
whole history of the instrument, showing
familiarity with the great classic styles of
Coleman Hawkins, Lester Young, Sonny
Rollins and John Coltrane, yet remains
individual in his own Mike Brecker-ness.
His driving saxophone is the motivational
force at the beginning of Dream Suite and
leaps in and out of the ensemble through-

out this long piece which culminates ten
to 15 minutes later in New York City.
Both Breckers make agmale use of electronics where needed. Randy has even
extended this to playing his amplified
trumpet through a wa-wa pedal, for a
very striking effect. At first, it seemed a
bit gimmicky—but then one realizes that
Randy Brecker conceives of the wa-wa
pedal as an extension of his horn. It can
be argued that Bubber Miley got a wawa effect using a plunger . . . but Randy
uses a plunger as well and the results are
different.
Not enough has been written about
drummer Billy Cobham. His work with
Miles Davis and Horace Silver has endeared him to jazz fans while r&b people
will cite his recordings with Joe Tex and
the Sam&Dave Revue. Cobham is always
searching for better ways. He's been into
the electronic drum thing since the inception of the instrument and has used a
pedal tom tom for tympani effects as well.
Currently, he is using neither of these with
Dreams, but only because he doesn't feel
he has them as much together as he wants
them as yet. Billy Cobham always blows
for the band. Until his solo comes up, you
are aware only of his underlying, pulsating,
swinging drive that gets the dancers moving to music that is so incredibly complex
one would have thought it to be for listeners only . . . until the beat grabs you
and you find yourself involuntarily tapping
your foot.
John Abercrombie, out of Boston, is a
fantastic guitarist whose sole previous exposure to the world has been a Prestige
record with Johnny Hammond Smith. In
this day of overloud, overbearing, overdone
guitar virtuosity there are too few guitarists like John who just get up there and
play. The only sounds that come out of
his amplifier are musical.
Eddie Vernon had been lead singer with
the Children of God, an excellent New
York rock and soul group that never got
anywhere because the record didn't happen
. . . or some manager blew his cool . . .
or for some unexplainable reason. Eddie's
style is a highly personal one which has
yet to be fully realized in Dreams. He
came into the group when their repertoire
was pretty well set. The second Dreams
Columbia LP ( the first is due to be released in October) should give some in/Continued on page 35

Monterey Diary

by Harvey Siders

Friday Night:
The task of opening a three-day, fiveconcert jazz orgy must be considered
thankless. Inheriting the job for the 13th
annual Monterey Jazz Festival was relative newcomer Tim Weisberg. Fronting
his quintet of Los Angeles studio swingers,
Weisberg turned his assignment into a
critical success.
The quintet ( Weisberg, flute; Lynn Blessing, vibes; Art Johnson, guitar; Dave
Parlato, bass; Mel Telford, drums) is more
cerebral than visceral and shies away from
orgasmic intensity. Possibly because of
Weisberg's low-key manner of soloing, the
combo pleases more than it excites. This
is not to say Weisberg avoids anything
technically demanding: one is reminded
of the deceptive simplicity of a John
Lewis solo. Conversely, Johnson—whose
finest contributions came in his ability to
comp—tends to go overboard in his solos.
He attempts to put in so much that his
melodic lines occasionally become directionless. Blessing is a thinking man's vibist
—cool, detached, always on top of things,
whether accompanying or soloing.
The quintet's most eloquent moments
came when Blessing and Johnson provided a web of sound ( from filigrees to
arpeggios) behind Weisberg's probing flute
—particularly on Johnson's original, August. The highlight was the three-movement Trinity Suite. It began with slightly
Renaissance overtones on a Three Blind
Mice motif; featured excellent use of echoplex by Weisberg in the second movement;
and ended with the group's finest cooking
as Johnson resorted to wa-wa, and Telford gravitated to rock drumming.
Good visual and aural contrast followed
as the Modern Jazz Quartet imparted its
down-home dignity. Amazing how they go
on year after year, calmly swinging their
collective butts off. In their passionate
disdain for the eccentric, they never swerve
from the straight ahead.
The only deviation this time was nonmusical: the taciturn Milt Jackson made
quite afew of the announcements. It didn't
affect his musical sense of humor, as
evidenced by his inclusion of a phrase
from Rhapsody In Blue during Willow
Weep For Me. On A Visitor From Mars,
Connie Kay countered Percy Heath's double stops with some extra-terrestrial percussive effects. The tender waltz, Romance,
evolved into a tight, swinging 4/4 middle
section before ending quietly. And the
opening pedal point of The Jasmine Tree
provided an excellent springboard for John
Lewis' driving single-line excursions.
The MJQ was joined by the Alan Copeland Singers. Employing the Esperanto of
da-ba-da-ba-da, they scatted their way to
an immediate comparison with the Swingle
Singers. While the Swingles delve more
into the original baroque and classical
harmonies, Copeland's voices try for more
daring, updated harmonies and more adventuresome passing tones.
With the MJQ for their rhythm section, the singers ( four male, four female)
swung most serenely as they hummed
Bach's Air On A G-String while John !
Lewis noodled reverently behind them.

The overlapping of voices on Three Windows was quite effective against the gently
propulsive two-beat of Heath. They effortlessly maneuvered the intricate changes
of the release, sounding as massed as the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir, showing a
healthy respect for dynamics. In Vendome,
all these elements were shown to their
best advantage.
Copeland went the solo route, waxing
eloquently over Little Orphan Annie and
revealing a Mel Torme influence ( especially the trombone tremolo at the end) in
Milestones.
One of the milestones of jazz, Duke
Ellington, closed the opening night, but
not before he and his eternally youthful
band had staged a mini-festival of their
own. This was one of those occasions when
the whole band was "up." They sounded
as fresh and inspired as a new band at its
first recording session.
Organist Wild Bill Davis, bassist Joe
Benjamin and drummer Rufus Jones goosed
it; Cat Anderson and Cootie Williams
added their usual antics; Norris Turney
seemed to be at the mike every time you
looked up ( but then Johnny Hodges left
some mighty big shoes to fill); Duke was
strutting around with his usual combination of suavity and frivolity; only Paul
Gonsalves looked as though he wanted to
get back on the bus and sleep.
Aside from a number of outstanding
performances on some old warhorses (
Clam Blues, featuring Cootie Williams;
Wild Bill Davis on his Basie chart of
April in Paris; Cat Anderson on El Gato),
the instrumental highlight was a new
suite, The Afro-Eurasian Eclipse. This was
Ellingtonia at its suiteest: a number of
movements strung loosely together, mainly
vehicles for his soloists or outlets for
Duke's instrumental colorations. Of course,
Duke was convinced of its raison d'etre:
he confided at the outset that it was based
on a McLuhan pronouncement that "the
whole world is going Oriental." Dig?
Well, we did hear some quasi-Oriental
flavor in the beginning, thanks to a front
line of Turney's flute and Procope's clarinet, but from that point on, any orienta-

tion was purely occidental. One movement
was a tight staccato mambo that sounded
like Perez Prado; another featured a happy gospel shout; trombonists Booty Wood
and Malcolm Taylor plungered their way
through a shuffle blues; and Rufus Jones
was given stretch-out room to bang away
any residual hostilities.
Following the suite, a touching bit of
ecumenicism found suprise guest Woody
Herman paying tribute to Johnny Hodges
with IGot It Bad. Woody successfully recreated Hodges' phrasing and nuances ( a
style never too far removed from the
Herman approach to the alto), and it was
strangely heartwarming to look up and
see him in front of Ellington's band, sliding and slurring around that famous
Hodges solo.
Another surprise came when Joe Williams appeared to sing Don't Get Around
Much Anymore and Ev'ry Day ( the latter
punctuated by the familar Basie riffs) with
the band. Woody remained on stage, reading over Gonsalves' slouched shoulder, and
this double guest shot brought on the first
standing ovation of Monterey '70.
This would have been a most satisfying
finale to the opener, but Duke and his
kids were in no mood to stop. Following
some Ducal dallying on A Train, singer
Tony Watkins did his spectacular thing—
which means exercising his deep-throated
vocal muscles and unlimbering his swivel
hips. It was also aworkout for Duke, who
lip-synced the lyrics to Makin' That Love
Scene and imitated Watkins' boneless bugaloo on Be Cool.
Saturday Afternoon
If Friday night turned into a one-man
show by sheer energy, Saturday afternoon
became a one-man show because it was
planned that way. And it was in the
process of planning his traditional "blues
afternoon" that Monterey General Manager Jimmy Lyons made his traditional
mistake: saturation. To expect a large
audience to absorb a long, intermissionless
program limited to variations on the 12bar blues is comparable to Andy Warhol's
presumptiousness in making an eight- hour
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film of a man sleeping.
To be sure, there was nothing somnolent about the happy, infectious music of
Johnny Otis. But four hours of blues, or
rhythm and blues, is simply too much of
a good thing.
The Johnny Otis Show featured eleven
singers, each of whom was "packin' a
suitcase," or "goin' to Chicago" or "movin'
on down the line." The singers were good,
the blues they sang were gutsy, soulful,
earthy, elemental and funky, but the repetition became unbearable. Among the less
exciting were Big Joe Turner, Margie
Evans, Delmar "Mighty Mouth" Evans,
Jimmy Rushing, Pee Wee Crayton, Ray
Milton, Roy Brown and Otis himself, de-

Slim Gaillard (I) and Slam Stewart:
spite his great crowd pleaser from 1958,
¡land Jive.
Among the more memorable vocal efforts were those of Little Esther Phillips,
who broke things up with some limo/done]
blues; Ivory Joe Hunter, who provided a
nostalgic field day with his tantalizing l
Almost Lost My Mind; and above all,
Eddie Cleanhead Vinson, whose hardedged singing and alto playing led to the
inevitable dancing in the sun-drenched
aisles. ( With appropriate symbolism, one
of the female dancers, like Cleanhead,
was topless!)
The most satisfying aspect of the Johnny
Otis Show was the wall-to-wall r&b band.
It boasted a strong front line of Melvin
Moore, trumpet; Gene ( Mighty Flea) Connors, trombone; and Preston Love, Clifford
Solomon, Richard Aplenalt and Jim Wynn,
saxes. Tenorist Aplenalt occasionally added
a soprano and allegedly blew both simultaneously, but all I ever heard was the
tenor. Connors gave out with some spectacular solos, particularly on The Preacher's Blues.
The strong rhythm section revolved
around the consistently first-rate bass playing of Slim Dickens. He was supported by
Roger Spotts, piano ( with Leonard Feather
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Rider, and ended with All Blues. It was
one of those rare occasions when you
wished something would not come to an
end. The floating background was inspiring; Joe was inspired. The combination
was unbearably beautiful. Almost lost in
the excitement of the set was the curious
fact that John Handy was playing lead
Saturday Evening
alto in Woody's band. His sound was not
Chronologically, this night seemed to
distinguishable, but his fez was familiar.
pick up where much of the afternoon left
Cannonball was next. While brother Nat,
off. Slim and Slam were the curtainJoe Zawinul, Walter Booker, and Roy Mcraisers—and to a whole generation that
Curdy were cooking, Julian sauntered on
came along after Messrs. Gaillard and
stage with no special urgency, but when
Stewart were at their collective peak ( in
he tackled the business end of his alto
the early '40s) they were also eyebrowthere was instant groove. Cannonball israisers. First Milt and Jo ( the rotund Mr.
sued a disclaimer on his recent lack of
Buckner and the dapper Mr. Jones)
talk, then launched into a delightfully
pedantic preface to Zawinul's soulful Country Preacher.
Would you believe it was a third Adderley who stole the limelight? Nat Jr., age
15, proved he was precocious but not yet
ready for Monterey. However, Monterey
was ready for him and applauded lustily
as he played piano and sang his own social document, The Price You Gotta Pay
To Be Free, and accompanied his father
on guitar as Nat Sr. sang Down In Black
Bottom.
Closing out the evening was the Herman band with its rightful leader out
front. They went through a number of
well-sculptured charts that revealed the
youthful vigor of the new crop of sidemen
and the eternally youthful soloing of
Woody himself: Light My Fire; Aquarius,
with Woody on soprano sax and afine solo
by pianist Alan Broadbent; Greasy Sack
Blues, showing off the trumpet section,
some low-register clarinet trills by Woody,
î and an outstanding trumpet solo by Tony
5 Klatka; some more soprano by Woody
on Body and Soul; and a crisp recreation
o of Four Brothers.
And that led to the piece de resistance:
Alan Broadbent's excellent suite-like chart
on Blues In The Night. Woody started it
nostalgia, humor, and musicianship
off vocally over an ambient 3/4 backjammed on organ and drums; then the
ground based on All Blues. This led to a
guitar, bass and vocal antics of Slim and
hard-hitting rock section followed by a
Slam were added to recapture the humor
cleverly developed fugal section. A wayfrom that era when the world was young:
up release led to an excellent Steve LedFlat Foot Floogie, Cement Mixer, and
erer tenor solo, and when the chart came
other examples of Early Vaut. It was
to its triumphal end, the crowd roared its
dated, but it was fun, and two unchangeapproval of a band that seemed to have
able facts emerged from this historical recome back from its recent rock odyssey—
union: Slim Gaillard still has an irrepresat least at Monterey.
sible sense of humor; and Slam Stewart
The night was still not over. Jimmy
still has the most uncanny intonation—a
Witherspoon used the Herman band to
gift he put to the test and easily passed
deliver a blues bonus with No Rolling
in his specialty, Play, Fiddle, Play.
Blues, Past 40 Blues and Beep Beep Blues.
Armed with exciting charts by Thad
Spoon was in excellent voice, but he's too
Jones, Ernie Wilkins and Frank Foster,
good to waste on an anti-climax.
and backed by a Herman-less Herd, Joe
sitting in towards the end of the session);
Jim Bradshaw, guitar; Paul Lagos, drums;
and 16-year-old Shuggie Otis, who gave
a wearying demonstration of bottleneck
guitar—almost as wearying as his father's
circus-barker introductions.

Williams simply "took over." Nowhere in
all musicdom are there more confident
vocal cords. He displayed good use of
falsetto on the jazz waltz Young Man On
The Way Up,- way up is the best way to
describe What The World Needs Now;
Please Send Me Someone To Love had a
satisfying gospel flavor; and Smack Dab
In The Middle swung jauntily.
But the number that was the set's highlight and one of the memorable peaks of
the festival was Miles Davis' All Blues.
Williams superimposed Ev'ry Day over
the lilting 3/4, then threw in some C.C.

Sunday Afternoon
The second of Jimmy Lyons' mistakes
resembled the first, outwardly: a matinee
of saturation. But musically it was as far
removed from Saturday as the Ayler
Brothers from the Boswell Sisters.
The afternoon was devoted almost entirely to the new and unfamiliar, as various jazz groups and the Oakland Youth
Chamber Orchestra formed tributaries
feeding the Third Stream. There were interesting sounds and pretentious sounds;
some exciting, many boring; a few success-

ful integrations of jazz and classical, but
mostly aimless juxtaposition of the two
idioms.
Emerging from all the groping was one
fact—loud and clear: the afternoon was
an unqualified success for the 52-member
Oakland orchestra. Under its director, Denis deCoteau, the large contingent of strings
(29) played flawlessly in tune; their collective sound was rich, resonant and thoroughly professional. The same can be said
of all the rest. Their response to deCoteau or occasional podium guests made
one forget the amateur status of the organization, as well as the high schooland-younger age breakdown.
The MJQ was the first to join forces
with the orchestra and the resulting blend
was ideal in terms of the concerto grosso
concept. They performed Vendome, MiljenGene Ammons ard Sonny Stitt: A happy reunion
ko Prohaska's Concertino, and the hauntcoming down on the music stand—and
my most valuable player award for adding
ingly beautiful Adagio from Rodrigo's
seldom on the beat.
more than usual interest to both the WeisConcierto de Aranjeuz. None of the pieces
A much better integration of orchestra
berg and Szabo groups.)
was calculated to induce dancing in the
and quintet followed as the musically more
From agypsy guitarist to ajazz yodeler.
aisles, yet despite the broiling sun, the
mature William Fischer conducted his ExMan that's contrast! And that's what folcerebral session elicited much more than
perience in E. He controlled the dynamics;
lowed Gabor: Leon Thomas. He must be
polite applause.
manipulated a synthesizer below his music
the most individualistic singer in jazz toThe next group to cross-pollinate was
stand while Joe Zawinul toyed with his ring
day. Yodel is the only word to describe
one that was making its Monterey debut:
modulator; held up cue cards ( a la TV)
his sound. He can cross the glottal threshthe Bill Evans Trio. And considering they'd
to remind his youthful musicians of the
old into the land of falsetto with astonishwaited 13 years for the occasion, it would
numbers of measures remaining in the
ing ease.
have been more satisfying had Lyons put
rests; and coaxed a strong, massed sound
Backed by a combo that put the accent
them on at night as a solo act that could
for a big climax.
on African attire ( except for saxophonist
stretch out. But under any circumstances,
Fischer stayed on as Gabor Szabo and
Martin Fierro in full Indian headdress),
Evans, Eddie Gomez and Marty Morrell
the larger ensemble premiered Fischer's
Thomas maneuvered his rubber larynx
are a pleasure to dig. After playing What
Circle Suite. This was an exercise in orthrough The Creator Has A Master Plan,
Are You Doing The Rest Of Your Life
chestral colors and Fischer showed how
a soothing chant; One, adding yodel to
and a fast 3/4-4/4 version of Someday
individual textures could be separated auscat ( scodel?); and a good straight-ahead
My Prince Will Come, the Evans trio joined
rally despite the heavy overlay of sections,
blues, I Won't Be Goin' To Viet Nam.
the Oaklenders for three lush, full-bodied
and the hyperactive rhythms. However, it
Fierro (who substituted for James
arrangements of Granados, Elegia and
reached a peak of intensity quite early
Spaulding on one day's notice) was feaTime Remembered—the lattees meanderand remained at that frantic level to the
tured on a rather grating soprano sax in
ing intro gave Evans the only real opporvery end. Excitingly, yes—but it went
Pygmy Lullaby—an overly long rhythmic
tunity to hold any conversations with himnowhere. Ravel's Bolero is also a study in
exercise that pivoted on one change. One
self.
orgasmic construction, but its crescendo is
thing must be said of Thomas' voice: aside
A complete change of pace followed
more gradual, more subtle, and there's a from the gimmickry, he possesses one of
with Prince Lasha's Firebirds: Lasha and
strategically placed modulation. By this
the most eloquent vocal sounds around—
Sonny Simmons, saxes; Bobby Hutcherson,
time in the long afternoon the audience
plus crystal-clear diction.
vibes; Buster Williams, bass; Charles Mofwas not interested in subtleties, and when
Hampton Hawes fronted an intensely
fett, drums. For the most part, Lasha and
the release from tension came, they sprang
swinging trio, with Leroy Vinnegar and
Simmons played an avalanche of notes;
to their feet and gave Fischer, Szabo and
Donald Bailey. Hamp's approach is still a
Hutcherson was all over the vibes with
the youthful symphonists a standing ovafull keyboard attack, wide-open voicings,
four-mallet chords, trills and non-stop runs;
tion.
harmonic extensions laced with rapid runs.
Williams walked sparingly, using mostly
Leroy is still the champion walker who
pedal tones and short glisses; and Moffett
Sunday Night
plays ostinato figures as if they've been
went into paroxysms of pounding--and I
Every time you see Gabor Szabo these
chiseled
out of the Rock (you should parmust admit Idid not understand what they
days he's fronting a new group. At least
don the expression) of Gibraltor. Bailey
were striving for collectively. I can only
he's consistent where it counts: the sound
still tends to overpower, but actually this
vouch for their individual technical skills,
he coaxes from a combo is similar to the
type
of rhythmic ammunition is good for
which are formidable. The one impression
sound he squeezes, flails and electronically
Hamp—who was making his long overdue
of serene beauty Iremembered from their
induces from his guitar—a nervous, highly
Monterey debut.
set happened when Lasha blew flute over
infectious fabric of sound, with individual
The trio stayed on to back another imWilliams' melodic lines and Moffett's
strands woven from pieces of rock, Eastportant reunion: Gene Ammons and SonEastern-flavored percussion.
ern, straight ahead, Latin and some Magny Stitt. Jug came out first, clad in a
Back to the Third Stream, as Dave
yar.
glittering gold lamé jacket, and launched
Axelrod conducted his own Tensity, with
The conglomeration swings sensuously.
into Green Dolphin Street, then a tender
the Cannonball Adderley Quintet and the
Gabor's guitar playing is unique. His bent
My Funny Valentine (
Ialmost forgot how
Oakland orchestra. Axelrod immediately
tones and complete mastery of feedback
beautiful Hamp's intros can be) before rerevealed his inability to handle large forces
provide all the front line that's necessary.
creating the happy JATP tenor sound of
—both in his writing and his conducting.
Wolfgang Melz takes care of the backfield
the '40s with an up-tempo blues. Stites
The heavy rock foundation might have
with excellent bass lines. Felix Falcon's
stint began on plugged-in alto with Skybeen good for Cannonball's solo alto, but
conga drumming and John Dentz' convenlark, in which he had to fight the feedback
Axelrod could only build foundations. His
tional drums have been given an extra
from his Varitone; then Lover Man, slow,
orchestral structure was weak and unoutlet for exciting cross rhythms thanks to
graduating to good double time; and an
interesting. As for his cues, they were the
the tambourine of Sandra Crouch. But it is
up-tempo blues on tenor.
height of obscurity: Ihope no one in the
the quick-thinking comping of vibist Lynn
Together they raked up some Autumn
orchestra was watching him; all they would
Blessing that gives the Szabo combo its
Leaves and Stitt pushed Hamp into more
have seen would have been a clenched fist
distinctive spun-glass timbre. ( Blessing gets
/Continued on page 36
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REVIEWS
KARL BERGER
TUNE IN—Milestone MSP 9026: Tune In;
With Silence; Get Up; Fly; Beyond the Moon;
Clarity; Never the Same; From Now On; Tune
in.
Personnel: Carlos Ward, alto saxophone, flute;
Berger, vibraharp; sarangi; Dave Holland, bass;
Ed Blackwell, drums.
Rating:** /
2
1

Most recordings reviewed are available for purchase through the down beat/RECORD CLUB.
(For membership information see details elsewhere in this issue or write to
down beat/RECORD CLUB, 222 W. Adams, Chicago, IL 60606)

Sandalia Dela; My Love Waits; Tears; Lamento.
Personnel: Duke Pearson, fluegelhorn, piano,
electric piano; Al Gafa, Dorio Ferreira, guitars;
Bob Cranshaw, Bebeto Jose Souza, basses; Mickey
Roker, Aireo Moreira, drums, percussion; And
Bey, Flora Purim, solo vocals; the New York
Group Singers' Big, Band conducted by Jack
Manno, voices.
Racing:*** /
2
1

To make pop jazz seems an easy formula of familiar hot or other snappy
This is a free jazz LP, but the pertunes plus cliche rhythms and considerformances are more disciplined and tightly
able schmaltz—but to make good pop jazz
constructed than on most free jazz albums.
requires the more uncommon element of
Berger got his Ph.D. in music in 1963
taste, which is the stuff of the new Pearand has since worked with Don Cherry
son and Duke albums.
and Steve Lacy, among others. His music
Duke is the proverbial up-and-comer on
on this album, while not earthshakingly
piano: sincere, forthright, swinging, soulinnovative, is well thought out and fairly
ful, all the varied superlatives, proving an
original.
expressive range from close introspection
Berger's vibes playing is harmonically
to the toughest roots. No sensational adinteresting; his choice of notes is fresh.
venturer, Duke may perhaps be better deMuch of his work is complex; he plays a
scribed as an ultimate mainstreamer, a
lot of notes and sometimes employs runs
musician unwilling to quickly burst into
that could be thought of as "sheets of
the avant without first exploring that cresound." On With Silence, however, his
ative spanse of neobop, new blues, r&b,
work is quite spare.
and rock—the latter a territory through
His tone on vibes varies from full to
which he has lately ventured with Frank
celeste-like. He uses a special, custom-built
Zappa.
instrument on this LP.
Save The Country features all this:
Berger plays sarangi, an Indian string
sensual spunk on Judy Collins' Since You
instrument which is played with a bow, on
Asked, the best of Duke's simple arrangeFly and both versions of Tune in. His
ments; smooth funk on Soul Watcher,
playing is nervous and uninteresting, and
also spotting good moments by guitarist
on Fly it has a twittering, inconsequential
Graydon and bassist Heard; a quiet trio
quality.
on Laura Nyro's The Woman Who Sends
Ward's alto work is busy and vigorous
Me Home; a rocking invocation to the
but dull. He often plays a mess of notes
Indians on Alcatraz; and even a performbut his work is stale; in fact, it's almost a
ance of Games People Play worth hearcaricature of new thing alto playing. His
ing ( in fact, good enough to save the LP
flute work lacks warmth and musical subfrom destruction, as Ihad previously vowed
stance.
to inMantly melt any further recording of
Blackwell does a fine job. He's a very
that odious ditty).
important part of the music here. Not only
Pearson, on the other taste, is hardly a
does he function as an accompanist, but
new riser, but rather an old master of
he sometimes almost moves up into the
a kind, even though I sadly doubt if his
front line during both solos and those porwork is yet known well enough. Constanttions of the music in which Berger and
ly changing, the styles of his last several
Ward improvise simultaneously. His work
albums havc moved from two fine big
is aggressive and complex but tasteful.
band dates to a small ensemble session
—Pekar
(The Phantom) to a hip Chrismas LP to
the light sound of this latest—not to overlook the excellent records he has produced
GEORGE DUKE
for Donald Byrd, Bobby Hutcherson, et al.
SAVE THE COUNTRY—Liberty LST-11004:
How Insensitive features all this: the
Save the Country; Soul Watcher; Since You
Asked; Shades of Joy; Come Together; Games
near-Muzak but pleasant chorales on Stella
People Play; Alcatraz; The Woman Who Sends
by Starlight and My Love Waits; the
Me Home; A Little Bit of Seven.
Personnel: Jay Daversa, Charles Findley, trumwarm baritone of Andy Bey on Clara,
pets; Glenn Ferris, Ernie Tack, trombones; Ernie
spotting Pearson on fluegelhorn; the beautiWatts. tenor. flute; George Duke, piano, electric
piano; Jay Graydon, guitar; John Heard, bass;
ful Pearson classic Cristo Redentor; the
Richard Berk, drums.
three bossa nova vocals by Flora Purim
Rating: * * * 1
2
/
on Sandalia Dela, Tears, and Lamento;
plus Pearson lyrically a cappella on the
DUKE PEARSON
title song.
HOW INSENSITIVE—Blue Note BST 84344:
Realistically, neither of these albums
Stella by Starlight; Clara; Give Mt Your Love;
will shock anyone, nor perhaps even turn
Cristo Redentor; Little Song; How Insensitive;
20 D DOWN BEAT

the general middle-of-the-road ear by now
unaware of excellence from hearing so
much formula. Nevertheless, How Insensitive and Save The Country are among
the most honestly enjoyable albums recorded in an eon, and for me, that is
respite and therefore merit enough.
—Bourne

DON EWELL
JAZZ ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON: Fat
Cat's Jazz 109: Honey Hush; Save It, Pretty
Mama; I Want a Little Girl, Cherry (
medley);
Ob! Baby; Davenport Blues; ' Deed I Do; Honey
Babe; Caution Blues, My Monday Date, Rosetta
(medley); CCNY Rioter Blues; Sweet Georgia
Brown; Love Will Last.
Personnel: Ewell, piano.
Rating: *****

Ewell, a great solo, pianist who seldom
gets to work as one, has been in New
Orleans the past couple of years with the
Dukes of Dixieland. His Sunday Afternoon
LP is brilliant. On the 1968 Grand Piano
(Exclusive 501), he's teamed with Willie
The Lion Smith in a two-piano session
that ranks with the Albert Ammons-Pete
Johnson, Duke Ellington-Billy Strayhorn
and Bob Brookmeyer-Bill Evans (which
somebody should reissue) recordings.
Neither LP is on alabel that receives wide
distribution, which is a shame because
these albums deserve to be heard. Solo
piano, as Evans pointed out recently, is a
dying art. But albums like these might well
find it a new audience.
Ewell is a pianist so accomplished, so
untied to any period or era of music that
he is all but unclassifiable. If any one influence is apparent, it is that of the Fats
Waller-James P. Johnson axis, but even
this powerful force has been assimilated
into a pure, unpretentious approach in
which technique is no problem, humor is
a primary ingredient, and the left hand is
formidable.
Honey Hush is something of a left hand
tour de force. Ewell was in New York at
the time of aviolent disagreement between
students and police at City College, and
he marked the occasion with a composition called CCNY Rioter Blues, which is
a good deal happier than the event that
triggered it.
There are two medleys; one of pieces
featured or made popular by Don Redman
and McKinney's Cotton Pickers, the other
of three compositions by Earl Hines. The
Hines medley is most successful. On it,
Ewell summons up Hines' style without
either mocking or copying it, and the performance stands as a tribute to both men.
Monday Date is heavily laced with spirits
of Waller.
I have a recurring dream in which I've

Gary 3urton

A Jazzman Gone .ock
•

On Atlantic Records & Atlantic Tapes
(Tapes Distributed by Ampex)

GARY
BURTON
GOOD
VIBES

rented a hall to present a solo piano concert by Smith, Ewell, Jaki Byard, Bill
Evans, Dave Williams, Earl Hines, Ray
Bryant and Armand Hug. And nobody
comes. This great album is highly recommended as an example of what we hope
is not a dying art—unaccompanted jazz
piano.
1he LP is available from Fat Man's
Jazz, or the down beat/RECORD CLUB.
—Ramsey

ARETHA FRANKLIN

e ,

e

SPIRIT IN THE DARK—Atlantic SD 8265:
Don't Play That Song; The Thrill Is Gone
(From Yesterday's Kiss); Pullin'; You and Me;
ilonest I wo; Spin, in SUE Liars; l4 vin she
Battle is Over; One Way Ticket; Try Matty's;
That's All I Want From You; Oh No, Not My
Baby; Why ISing the Blues.
Personnel: Miss Franklin, vocals, and piano
(except on track 7), plus reeds, brass and strings
with the following collective rhythm personnel:
Jim Dickinson, Mike Utley and Barry Beckett,
keyboards; Dave Crawford, organ; Charlie Freeman, Eddie Hinton, Jimmy Johnson, Duane Allman, Cornell Dupree and Jimmy O'Rourke, guitars; Tommy McClure, David Hood and Harold
Cowart, bass; Sammy Creason, Roger Hawkins,
Tubby Ziegler and Ray Lucas, drums. Vocal accompaniment by Almeda Lattimore, Margaret
Branch and Brenda Bryant ( tracks 1, 2, 7, 8,
11); Pat Lewis, A. Lattimore, Wylene Ivy and
Evelyn Green ( tracks 3, 9, 10, 12); The Sweet
Inspirations ( tracks 4, 6). String arrangements
by Arif Mardin.
Rating: ** * **
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I first heard Miss Franklin sing about
11 years ago. We had just lost Billie Holiday, and I recall telling my Philadelphia
radio listeners that Ifelt this young lady's
arrival was most timely. Since then, Aretha
Franklin has continued to develop and she
has since been amajor force in pop music.
But her art extends far beyond pop.
Her painful, heart- ripping executions of
even the most banal material capture the
essence of the black blues and gospel roots
that belong to her people. No mere interpreter, she is one of the few current pop
artists who communicates through her
songs—not just their lyrical content, but
her own feelings.
Back in the early '60s, Columbia looked
on Miss Franklin as a jazz singer, and recorded her accordingly. Although many
fine recordings resulted, it wasn't until
Atlantic "put her back in church," as
Jerry Wexler has commented, that she
really came into her own. Columbia was
not wholly wrong. Miss Franklin is a jazz
singer, and her voice is an instrument capable of improvisation in the finest jazz
tradition. After all, accompaniment does
not determine a jazz performance—to wit
Charlie Parker with strings, or Johnny
Hodges with the Lawrence Welk band.
Jazz followers owe it to themselves to
listen to this remarkable performer, and
Spirit in the Dark is as good an album to
start with as any. Aretha Franklin still
tears me up, and that can be taken both
ways.
— Albertson

ZIP

A DAY IN COPENHAGEN—Prestige 7763;
My Blues; You Don't Know What Love Is; A
New Thing; What's New?; The Shadow of Your
Smile; A Day in Vienna.
Personnel: Dizzy Reece, trumpet; Slide Hampton, trombone, arranger; Gordon, tenor saxophone; Kenny Drew, piano; Niels Henning
Orsted-Pedersen, bass; Arthur Taylor, drums.
Rating: * * * /
2
1

This is a blowing session on which good
22
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original compositions by Hampton (
A Day
In Vienna is particularly attractive) as
well as some standards are heard.
Gordon's playing is inspired and intelligent. His solos build well and have fine
continuity. He improvises imaginatively
and resolves his ideas logically. As usual,
he swings with rawboned strength on this
record. On The Shadow of Your Smile,
his solo showcase, his playing is restrained
and poignant.
Gordon's solos are the highlight of the
session, but Reece's playing is also praiseworthy. His playing seems to have been
influenced by Freddie Hubbard, and has a
crisp, biting quality. His attack is vigorous
and his tone bright. He improvises invent. ,ely and tastefully. His execution is, unfortunately, sometimes a bit sloppy.
Hampton's work is often many-noted.
He is never at a loss for ideas, but while
they are visually not cliches, they are
rarely fresh. His tone has amuffled, colorless quality. In general, his playing, while
competent, lacks warmth and personality.
Drew's solo work is generally pleasant
and easy to take though not very original
here.
— Pekar

GEORGE LEWIS
MEMORIAL ALBUM—Delmark 203: Jerusalem
Blues; Careless Love; Dippermouth Blues; None
of My Jelly Roll; Dallas Blues; Tin Root Blues.
Personnel: Kid Howard, trumpet; Jim Robinson, trombone; Lewis, clarinet; Alton Purnell,
piano; Lawrence Marrero, banjo; Alcide Pavageau, bass; Joe Watkins, drums, vocals.
Rating: * * * *

Most lovers of New (Meals jazz are old
friends of this recording, a portion of the

1953 Antone material later acquired by
Delmark and expanded to three 12-inch
LPs. Despite the new notes and cover ( a
sensitive photo portrait of Lewis) it remains the same record as the old DL-203.
It has, however, been out of print for some
time, and should be welcomed with joyous
hearts and ready cash by the newer collectors.
There is only one flaw, though not a
crucial one to the majority of those attracted to this music—Lewis' pervading
and inexplicable poor intonation varying
from relatively insignificant to horrible ( on
Jerfsalem, the effect is torturous). Were
it not for this, the rating would be a full
five stars. Yet, there are many who feel
that this is some of the best music the
Lewis band ever put down, and I cannot
wholeheartedly disagree with them.
Incidentally, DL-201 (On Parade) is
still available, and DL-202 (
Doctor Jazz)
will reportedly be reissued in the near
future. All three belong on the first shelf
of any respectable traditional jazz collection.
Playing time is skimpy at under 32
minutes, but in this instance it seems
foolish to quibble.
— Jones
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Select activates formant frequency
modulation when in " up" position.
fuzz repeat when in " down" position
or both whel in " center" position.
Fast/Slow Start causes animation to
start and stop at predetermined rate
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animation to start and stop slowly
while gradually building up to
predetermined rate when in " slow
start" position.
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in music is here to stay! Only through
has the performing musician ever been
opportunity to express himself with such a
of original ideas.

The application of electronics to music as we know it
today is the primary phase. But, when you use the
Ludwig Synthesizer, you move into the vivid and totally
creative world of — PHASE II!
Although ideal for recording, Ludwig's Phase II
Synthesizer takes the new electronic sounds of the
seventies out of the studio, and, for the first time,
brings them to your live audiences.

Ludwig durable Phase II syntheiizer
is ruggedly made with solid state
electronic components. Folds into a
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OUTPUTS
Primary is connected to main
amplifier: Stereo is connected to
separate amplifier or secondary input
of main amplifier. This permits
either true stereo action with two
amplifiers or the mixing of synthesized
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on amplifier input are used to
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FORMANT TRAJECTORY
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CHARLES LLOYD
MOON MAN—Kapp KS 3634: Moonrnan I;
I Don't Care What You Tell Me; Sermon;
Sweet Juvenia; Heavy Karma; Hejira (Flight
from Mecca); Ship; Moonman II.
Personnel: Lloyd, tenor saxophone, flute; Michael Cohen, keyboards; Ken Jenkins, bass; Zitro,
drums; Ned Doheny, Bob Jenkins, unidentified
instruments.
Rating:*

I admit that had I not known this LP
was by Charles Lloyd I would have heard
the first few cuts and immediately cast it
to give-away box perdition—into that cardboard crypt reserved for albums failing to
capture instant fancy. But in deference to
Lloyd's previous excellence ( a pseudoprivilege of sorts not granted boorish oneshot rock groups and such), I persuaded
myself to appreciate Moon Man more
closely, mostly urged, I suspecl by my
disbelief that an artist of Lloyds quality
could ever produce what initially seemed
a melange of generally wretched leohip
jazzy-rock.
Then I realized my mistaken iaspecfive, at least regarding the first four pieces:
that like the albüms of Melvin van
Peebles, the mainly non-musical recitation
of Lloyd's poetry had taken precedence
over the instrumental accompaniment,
most of which came on fairly ordinary,
now and then incompatible, or even obstructive. Yet the dull and unspecified
musky-throated vocalist babbled so absurdly that whatever power the lyrics
might have created was lost—and this fault
proved not my ear missing black colloquial
rhythms, but simply his unintelligible
mumble-speed. Heavy Karma by Zitro,
the only non-Lloyd composition on the
date, concludes the first side with a 9:18

excursion into tiresome Eastern funk, and
further left me puzzled.
Truly, I have yet to recognize a stasis
in the recording history of Charles Lloyd:
once wowed by his impressionistic directions with Chico Hamilton and later on
his own, then somewhat bored by his
show-biz love-in phase, until now rather
dumfounded—but this, of course, is no
demerit. I assume that if the clarity of
design had been stronger on Moon Man,
I would have responded better, especially
if the poetry had been more effectively
focused and the music more engaging than
the licky playing throughout.
Ultimately, the instrumental Hejira could
excite with a mystical ensemble motion,
yet it remains a singular attraction—and
so for that, at least, one plain star, while
for the bulk of Moon Man for now, sadly
phooey.
— Bourne

ESSRA MOHAWK
PRIMORDIAL LOVERS—Reprise 6377: I am
the Breeze; Spiral; I'll give it to you Anyway;
Ihave been Here Before; Looking Forward to tbe
Dawn; Thunder in the Morning; Lion on the
Wing; It's up to Me; It's Been a Beautiful Day.
Personnel: Miss Mohawk, piano, vocals; Jerry
Hahn or Doug Hastings, guitar; Mel Graves or
Jerry Penrod. bass; George Marsh or Dallas Taylor, drums; George St. John, oboe ( track 1, 8);
Peter Pilafian, violin ( track 7); Mike Dubkin,
John Meyers. flutes; ( track 8). On track 4 only:
Al Aarons, Warren Gale, trumpets; Ken Shroyer,
Phil Tecle, trombones; Gale Robinson, French
horn; Bert Wilson, tenor; Michael Cohen. organ;
Joe Keefe, vibraphone, finger cymbals; Lee Underwood, guitar; Bruce Cale, Ken Jenkins, bass;
Zitro, drums.
Rating: * ** **

praise of Miss Mohawk, but I discovered
that it was virtually impossible to discuss
her music without some allusion to Laura
Nyro, to whom Miss Mohawk reflects a
superficial but distinct resemblance. Comparisons so often obscure or confuse the
intimate facets of a style, and here—particularly for those well-aware of the excellence of Miss- Nyro--those moments at
which Mohawk and Nyro seem most similar attain a kind of salience which might
tend to mark Miss Mohawk an imitator.
This she is certainly not, and that becomes
quite evident once one honestly listens.
Mainly, the reflection resides in the
delicate yet potent cutting edge of their
voices, like two ornate scimitars: graceful
and eloquent in motion and yet so sharp
as to whisperslice through silk—even bejeweled, in an antique pop sort of fashion.
Otherwise, where the priority of Miss
Nyro's music seems the melodic tension
(so much so that often she may distort
the enunciation of her lyrics to fit a
tighter musical scheme), Miss Mohawk
offers instead a better balance with her
poetry and the most sensitive accompani-

ment.
With obvious care and precise intent,
the musicians are introduced when a necessary accent and not as the usual mandatory sound backdrop, thereby bringing
into focus the self-sufficient temper of Miss
Mohawk's compositions, especially on the
two pieces with a single augmenting instrument: Peter Pilafian's violin on Lion
in the Wing and George St. John's oboe
on I am the Breeze. Furthermore, Miss
Mohawk's implementation of poly-track
My procrastination in reviewing this alvoice recording reveals another unique
bum boumes upon the criminal. First, I
element in that she often strays from melrefused to resort to cliché superlatives in

Joy and
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strike is with joyful, happy music. The new Jimmy Owens
album NO ESCAPING IT is filled with music like that.
Jimmy plays trumpet and fluegelhorn with the same
classical precision that Kenny Baron plays piano; with the
same perfect counterpoint that Chris White plays bass;
with the same spiritual rhythms that Billy Cobham
plays drums. On some tracks it's just the quartet, on others
they are joined by tuba, baritone and tenor sax, flute,
french horn and guitar. All the tunes are happy, honest,
joyful and together. Just like the musicians.
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lifluous mini-chorale blendings to a more
dynamic direction rather than merely harmonized for effect, and emphasized by an
angular and pithy phrasing seldom witnessed.
The repertoire is tender but soulful, my
favorites easily Breeze, Wing, and the solo
Looking Forward to the Dawn: all original
and characterized by the superlative design
of this superlative artist, Essra Mohawk,
marking Primordial Lovers as a superlative
album—even hypnotic ( this latter superlative a superlative not written lately until
here once again highly apt). —Bourne

MARK MURPHY
MIDNIGHT MOOD—Saba ab 15151: lump hr
Joy; IDon't Want Nothin'; Why and How; Alone
Together; You Fascinate Me So; Hopeless; Sconsolato; My Ship; Just Give Me Time; I Get
Along Without You Very Well.
Personnel: Jimmy Deuchar, trumpet; Ake Pers.
son, trombone; Derek Humble, alto saxophone;
Ronnie Scott, tenor saxophone; Sahib Shihab,
baritone saxophone, flute; Francy Boland, piano;
Jimmy Woode, bass; Kenny Clarke, drums.
Rating: * * * *

Jump for Joy, this album's first track,
accurately describes Murphy's feel for music. His voice communicates joy in the
very act of singing.
He has all the equipment: pipes, a genuine grasp of what material is best for
him, sure phrasing, dynamics and time—
and tenderness. He is a singer who, while
millions may not know of him, somehow
endures because he must.
Mood will surprise no Murphy fans. It
is not a great album; Murphy is not a
shattering innovator. His musical support
tends to be out of the bedrock big-band
suitcase.
But as an interpreter of ballads and
blues, he is quite a specimen. In style,
he's almost unique, although often in his
choice of intervals, especially on wordless
vocals like the second chorus of Jump, he
seems to wave a hand to Anita O'Day.
An example of the Murphy talent for
wedding lyric to treatment is Get Along
Without You Very Well. I don't know
whether it was Murphy's original idea;
but if it wasn't, he surely recognized it
when he heard it.
It begins with the singer intoning that
sad verse, to Boland's beautifully monotonous bass-register repetition of a couple of
notes. The stark piano underlines the intensity of the mood loneliness. A trio
interlude follows, in which the plaintiff
seems a trifle appreciative of two other
people at his side; then he returns to the
gloom, turning a half-ironic face toward
himself.
Though this particular song may not be
joyful, Murphy fulfills the joy of singing.
The musiçians behind him are yes—Boland and Clarke, particularly.
— Nelsen

JIMMY SMITH
GROOVE DROPS—Verve V6-8794:
Groot e
Drops; Days of Wine and Roses; Sunny; Ode
To Billy Joe; Who Can I Turn To; By The
Time I Get to Phoenix.
Personnel: Smith, organ; unidentified orchestra.
Arranged and conducted by Johnny Pate.
Rating: **

This album is long on easy-listening airplay potential but woefully short on mean-

ingful jazz. Smith runs through several
1960s pop hits and one original but
he has played far better on other recordings—with much more creativity and
involvement than he displays here. I've
also heard much better from Pate, whose
arranging here consists almost entirely of
repetition of three devices: a flute-muted
trumpet pairing; staccato trumpet punctuations, and a subdued trombone backdrop.
Smith comes off best on the sole original, Drops, and Sunny and Ode—delivering pleasant, straightforward solos. The
ballads, however, are soporific—when the
orchestra lays out on the ultra-slow Roses,
one conjures up a funeral parlor with no
difficulty. An anonymous guitarist ( Ed McFadden?) enlivens Ode and the drummer
(Candy Finch?) is excellent throughout.
In the final analysis, this LP is further
proof that Smith is at his best with his
trio.
— Szantor

SMILEY WINTERS
SMILEY ETC.—Arhoolie 8004/5: Two Trains;
Love Is Enlightenment; Smiley Etc.; Frank's
Blues; Some Blue Shoes; Just Steppin'; Smiley's
Mini Drum Suite.
Collective personnel: Barbara Donald, trumpet;
Bert Wilson, tenor and soprano saxophones, bass
clarinet; Rafael Garrett, thumb piano, vocal,
flute,
bass, horns, miscellaneous instruments;
Mike White, violin; Frank Jackson, piano; Michael O'Barra, piano, bongo and conga drums;
Chris Amberger, Jerry Sealund, bass; Harley
White, bass, clavas; Winters, James Zitro, Paul
Smith, Eddie Marshall, drums.
Rating:**

"Two Records for the Price of One"—
the first a diffuse free jazz set, the second
some uncommitted bop.
Winters is a talented drummer, able to

communicate a rush of rhythmic power,
or to accompany strongly in a comparatively unstructured Max Roach style. He
is also capable of uninspired drumming,
the kind that ten years ago used to be
called "good taste." For example, despite
Winters' swing, something more is needed
in Frank's, the piano trio piece.
Mainly, Winters' work suffers from a
diffusion of resources. Mini Drum, a good
solo, goes off in so many ways initially,
with ideas either unresolved or unjustified,
that admiration for Winters' skill and unflamboyant taste is the only possible response. This criticism extends to the two
LPs as a whole, for neither Winters or
anyone else exerts strong guiding force or
is an urgent stylist.
In Etc. Garrett offers the wild, free Do
It attitude that might have saved the other
tracks. He plays bits on various instruments, sometimes bringing the plodding
others into assent. He attacks a thumb
piano, and then sings a marvelous, funny,
far-out vocal in his own original language.
Etc. is one long side of the first LP, and
despite some good playing, seldom comes
to life.

Barbara Donald's problem here is simply lack of scope. She is a somewhat
cruder version of Howard McGhee At The
Philharmonic, with hard tone, bright flourish, and a continuous flow of familiar bop
ideas. Her energy and swing are attractive,
and she is quite the most consistent of
these players—the only one committed to
structured playing—but her range of melodic choices is limited.
Wilson must have formed a rough, rudimentary, but personal, hard bop style some
time ago—he seems to be trying to reconcile this with more updated models. His
Shoes is a mess, ringing split notes and
lots of early Dolphy in a bad blues solo.
His Trains is better: over a fast waltz he
plays aPharoah Sanders solo, and Pharoah
is a truer model for him. Wilson has plenty of problems in trying to find which personal direction to take.
Wilson and Barbara Donald are more
or less foreground figures, though the personnel changes from track to track ( from
two to ten players). Amberger, the principal bassist, plays a nice solo on Frank's.
But Steppin' and Love are poor, and
though it's good to hear what the more
avant-garde west coast players are up to,
this collection is for the most part not a
very good one.
— Utweiler

BLUES 'N' FIX
BY BRUCE IGLAUER

STRACHWITZ HAS BEEN producing
high-quality blues albums on his Arhoolie
and Blues Classics labels for over a dozen
years. Like a handful of other small-label
owners, he's cared more about documenting the work of virtually unknown blues
men than about producing hit LPs. Material for the Arhoolie albums has come
from his frequent trips through the south
in search of undiscovered or forgotten
talent, while Blues Classics has specialized
in reissuing post-war recordings previously
available only on 78s. Most important,
Strachwitz has good taste and an ear for
originality, so his albums are always interesting and often very exciting.
I found the latest release of Arhoolie
and Blues Classics LPs a little disappointing, but only by the standards previously
set by Strachwitz. For one thing, all of the
Arhoolies represent artists that Strachwitz
has recorded equally well or better before. But if you haven't heard these blues
men, or their earlier albums left you wanting more, these new releases could be a
pleasant education.
John Jackson, the Virginia songster and
guitarist, is virtually aStrachwitz discovery
and he has previously recorded two LPs
for Arhoolie. Jackson's music combines
the traditions of Carolina blues, old-time
white hillbilly music, medicine show entertainment tunes, and ragtime. His new album, John Jackson in Europe (Arhoolie
1047) was recorded a year ago in Germany while he toured with the American
Folk Blues Festival, and it captures his
warm, gentle, back-porch sound.
Jackson, an instrumental master who
sings with a strange, biting accent that
CHRIS

Turn up the volume,
sit down between the speakers,
and good luck.
It's difficult to predict which
So sit between the speakers and
will be destroyed first; your
play through the whole album ( all
speakers, your ears or your mind. four sides).
(All of the above?)
Then, if you pull through that
Don Ellis presents fourteen one, repeat with headphones.
Cheers.
plugged-in horns and woodwinds,
three drums, piano, guitar and
On Columbia Records ge
bass. All pumping together, recorded live at Fillmore West, just as
you hear it. No overdubbing, no
studio effects ( we have witnesses).
This is Don's first completely
live album since he joined Columbia •
He put everything he's got into it.
And, as you'll hear, everything Don
Ellis has got is just about all there is.
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The Hohner Fretless
Bass makes it happen.
How come so many pros are
playing the semi- acoustic Hohner
Bass? Because it's the totally
professional bass.
Neck tilt is adjustable, hip pad is
removable and workmanship is
remarkable. Sounds? The Hohner
Bass instantly responds to
anything your talent and
imagination can put together.
Available in Jet Black or
Natural Blond. At your music
dealer. Or write: M. Hohner, Inc.,
Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 or Palo Alto,
Calif. 94303.
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grows on you, is particularly effective on
Graveyard Blues, a medicine show tune
that isn't quite as morbid as the title implies. The album contains a lot of instrumentals, most of them rags, and they tend
to blend into each other and become a
little monotonous. The exception is agreat
Knife Blues, played with an open tuning
and a pocket knife sliding on the strings.
Still, except for some repetitive instrumentals, this album is a good way to get
acquainted with a fine and still underappreciated artist with a unique style. The
liner notes are excellent, too.
Fred McDowell isn't an Arhoolie discovery: Alan Lomax recorded him in
Como, Miss., in 1959. But Strachwitz was
the first to cut a McDowell LP, and it's
still the best available recording of this
great bottleneck guitarist. In fact, Fred
McDowell is one of the finest Delta bluesmen ever put on record, and considering
the numerous recordings he's made in the
past few years, he has set amazingly high
standards for himself.
His newest album, Fred McDowell And
His Blues Boys (Arhoolie 1046), puts
him in a not-too-rewarding band setting.
The backup group is led by Mike Russo,
a white blues man from Seattle who recently recorded his own Arhoolie LP. The
band ( second guitar, bass, drums) doesn't
get in McDowell's way, but neither does
it offer much support. McDowell gives
Russo some of the guitar leads, but his
own tense guitar lines, which often parallel his vocals, are much more appropriate
to his voice than Russo's folkier sound.
Also, the rhythm section is under-recorded.
But McDowell still does some great
singing, especially on Levee Camp Blues,
and his guitar lead on Ethel Mae is a
reminder that his solo recordings are still
his best.
Big Joe Williams was already established as one of the great Delta blues men
long before LP recording or the surge of
white interest in the blues. He created his
particular driving, brash style years ago,
but he is constantly writing new songs and
adapting old ones to describe his experiences, his travels, his women, and his
views of national and international events.
Williams is a working, creative blues man
—not an artifact of a lost tradition. Thus,
every one of his albums has something
to offer.
Thinking Of What They Did To Me
(Arhoolie 1053) is not Big Joe's best LP,
but there are some nice moments. The
high point is a new blues on the death of
Martin Luther King, with a strong guitar
line and some sensitive harp from Charlie
Musselwhite. But Williams' voice seems to
lack its usual depth, possibly because of
inadequate recording. Big Joe has been
appearing in Chicago recently, and his
vocal talents are certainly as great as ever.
In fact, he has reached his creative peak
in the past 15 years, but he's made better
LPs for both Delmark and Arhoolie.
Whistling Alex Moore's second album,
Alex Moore In Europe ( Arhoolie 1048)
is a pleasant but strange recording. Moore
is a blues and boogie pianist from Dallas
whose style is totally personal. His piano
seems to follow his stream-of-consciousness
lyrics, and his lyrics drift through 70 years

of Texas life and move from woman to
woman, from streets to saloons to friends
in no particular order, and occasionally
rhyming (sometimes two or three times
in a line, sometimes not at all). He's the
only blues man I can imagine rhyming
"piano" with "manner" and "banana" in a
single verse. Every track is like that—
joyous but more than a little strange. Like
Big Joe, Alex Moore is a creative, evolving blues man and deserves your prompt
attention.
While the new Arhoolie releases feature blues men who have recorded LPs
before, the new Blues Classics albums introduce some unfamiliar artists. Juke
Joint Blues ( BC 23) is an anthology of
late '40s and early '50s blues from most
of the major postwar recording centers:
Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, New York,
and various Texas cities. The album focuses on the period when the electric
guitar began its dominance, but these are
still definitely "country" blues, played in
an acoustic style and with a rural beat.
Although much of the album is excellent, it doesn't hold together like the Blues
Classics reissues of Detroit and Chicago
blues ( BC 12, BC 8); the material is too
diverse. There are some fine cuts, though,
and the question remains: what happened
to these fine blues men? For example, one
of the best tracks is Hattie Green, by Dr.
Hepcat ( Lavada Durst), recorded in Austin, Tex. It's a good-time, spoken/sung
piano blues, sort of an early Big Bopper
with soul. What happened to him? And
what about Jimmy Wilson, a west coast
artist with a voice vaguely similar to Otis
Rush and a sense of timing like Charles
Brown's? His tense Trouble, Trouble is a
high point. Unfortunately, Harvey Hill,
whose rocking She Fooled Me is the best
thing on the album, died just weeks before he was to appear at this year's Ann
Arbor Blues Festival. His track alone makes
the album worthwhile, though it is not
quite as exciting as some other post-war
reissue albums.
Ralph Willis was one of that group of
east coast musicians who moved to New
York after the war, and with the exception
of Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee,
faded into obscurity. He recorded a number of sides between 1946 and 1952 and
Carolina Blues (Blues Classics 22) displays his variety of approach. Willis' voice
is thicker than McGhee's, his guitar work
less incisive but still effective. Apparently
his vocal style changed through the years,
as some tracks are in a dull, heavy voice
while others have a biting, lively sort of
Blind Boy Fuller attack. Amen Blues and
Cold Chills (
which features Terry and
McGhee) are satisfying if not memorable.
Although these recordings generally lack
the fire of great blues, they give an insight into a more neglected aspect of the
post-war scene, and they also indicate the
thinking behind Strachwitz' two labels.
These blues men deserve to be recorded,
whether or not their records have any
great sales potential, and Strachwitz has
assumed the task of making their work
available. As long as the major labels are
more interested in a fast buck than in the
blues, his particular kind of dedication will
be necessary.
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down beat/RECORD CLUB

Expands ...
now offers any
in-print jazz
record at 113 off!
The success of the down beat/RECORD
CLUB has been spectacular! Its expansion,
forecast for late next year, must go into
effect NOW. Effective immediately, a
member of the db/RC may order any inprint jazz recording (jazz/rock/blues-LP
and Tape) at Kt off . mfgrs. list price. If it's
in-print (currently available from a record
manufacturer), your price is 3; off. Just tell
us what we need to know in the db/RC
Order Form below. If you are not sure a
recording is in-print-order it; we'll find
it and ship it, or let you know immediately
so you can order something else or get a
full refund.
We will continue to print listings of new
recordings to keep you aware of what is
LABEL
NO.

TITLE

ARTIST

*The Clifford Brown
Prest 7761
Quartet in Paris
Tan 1512
'My Kind of Jazz
Col KGP24
Chicago
Imp 9161
'Selflessness
Col 26
Bitches Brew (Dble)
Col
9750
Filles de Kilimanjaro
70th Birthday
SS 19000
Concert

Clifford Brown
Ray Charles
Chicago
John Coltrane
Miles Davis
Duke Ellington

good and available, but you may use any
source you wish (record reviews, radio-TV,
Schwann's catalog, record ads, etc.) to get
information on the recordings you order
from the down beat/RECORD CLUB.
HOW TO JOIN: If you are now apaidup down beat subscriber, just add $3.00
to your first down beat/RECORD CLUB
order, OR add $8.00 and your present subscription will be renewed or extended for
an additional year. In either case your
down beat/RECORD CLUB membership
remains in force for as long atime as your
subscription is paid. (Be sure to affix your
present down beat subscription label, or
facsimile in the space indicated below.)
If you are not now a subscriber then
send $ 8.00 payable to down beat, which
guarantees you afull year of 26 issues, plus
full membership in the down beat/RECORD CLUB for as long as your subscription remains in force.
SAVE MONEY! The down beat/RECORD CLUB discounts one-third off list
price on all LP's, cassettes, and 8-track
tape cartridges,
STEREO
LP

CASSETTE 8.TRACK
TAPE
TAPE

ARTIST

(Note: non-subscribers may purchase recordings from the db/RC at list prices
only, plus 50e postage per order.)
ABSOLUTELY NO REQUIRED PURCHASE OR OBLIGATION! You choose
only the records or tapes you want. The
only recordings you receive are those you
order. To further protect you, shipments
will not be made unless full payment accompanies order.
You receive prompt :lid accurate service.
All orders processed immediately.
Just a 50c per order postage charge is
made regardless of the number of LP's or
tapes you order. Shipments made only to
the United States, A.P.O. addresses, and
Canada.
HOW TO ORDER: Fill out (print or type)
the order form below; mail with your remittance to down beat/RECORD CLUB.
(For your protection, no shipment made
without remittance.)
The following recordings represent a
partial listing of the hundreds of titles detailed in the db/RC at 3; off.
LABEL
STEREO CASSETTE 8- TRACK
TITLE
NO.
LP
TAPE
TAPE

'Gula Mated
Walking In Space
Completely Well
B. B. King
Live and Well
Funk Underneath
Roland Kirk
Vounteered Slavery
•Peacemeal
Lee Konitz
'King Kong
Jean-Luc Ponty
*Otis Redding/Jimi Hendrix Experience
Quincy Jones

4.98
4.98
4.98
5.98
5.98
4.98

x
6.98
7.98
x
7.98
x

x
6.98
7.98
x
7.98
6.98

5.98

A 8, M 3030
A St M 3023
Blues 6037
Blues 6031
Prest 7450
At 1534
Mile 9025
World 20172
Reprise 2029

5.98
5.98
4.98
4.98
4.98
5.99
5.98
5.98
5.98

i!

ocne

6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98

6.98

6.98

6.98

6.98

BLOOD.SWEATIL TSARS

ItnInt011f Broth« n

PK BUT Of
HEM( 111W111

Len. r=11140eab
Gewin .On The .1•111e
40000 ...down

HEFtBIE MANN
The Best of Herbie
Mann
All 1544

BESSIE SMITH
Any Woman's Blues
Col G 30126
First Take
Chapter Two
*Spirit In The Dark
*Hot Buttered Soul
Isaac Hayes
Movement
Smash Hits

Roberta Flack
Aretha Franklin
Isaac Hayes
Jim' Hendrix

Use this Discount Chart to convert list prices to db/RC onethird discount.
Ust
Price

6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98

db/RC
Price

Price
List

CHICAGO
Chicago
Co! KG24

GARY BURTON
Good Vibes
Atl 1560
AT 8230
At SD 1569
At 8265
Ent 1001

4.98
5.98
4.98
4.98

Ent 1010
4.98
Reprise 2025 5.98

GENE AMMONS
Brother Jug!
Pres 7792

'Best of Buddy Rich
*Keep the Customers
Satisfied
'World's Greatest
Blues Singer

Buddy Rich

6.98
x
6.98
6.98

6.98
6.98
6.98

Bessie Smith

6.98
6.98

6.98
6.98

World's Greatest
Jazz Band

MEMBER'S ORDER FORM

Extra!

BLOOD, SWEAT &
TARS
Col 9720

STAN GETZ
Marrakesh Express
MGM 4696
World 20169

5.98

6.98

Lib 11006

5.98

6.98

*2-001 GP33
Proj 3PR
5309

5.98

6.98

5.98
6.98

6.98

Mail with your remittance to down beat/RECORD CLUB
222 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606

Please rush me the recordings Ihave indicated:

db/RC
Price

Artist L Title

Label No.

(LP or CA or 81)

db/RC Prise

($4.98) $3.33 (S 9.98) $6.66
($5.98) $3.99 ($ 10.98) $7.33
($6.98) $4.66 ($ 11.98) $7.99
($7.98)

85.33 ($ 13.98) $9.33

(the

a separate sheet for additional items)
Total db/RC price'

Send me free db/RC Catalog
El Send me free db/MWP Catalog
Fill out if you are o new subscriber or changing address.
Name

.50

db/RC membership.
$3 or $ 8.
Total Remittance:

Address
City
11-12-70

Postage:
(Illinois residents
add 5% sales tax:

State

Zip

(payable to down beet in USA funds)

ROBERTA FLACK

by Leonard

eather

The sudden rise to eminence of Roberta Flack has few parallels in jazz or in any related musical area. Less than two years
ago she was an unknown, playing at a club in Washington, D.C.
Last July, playing at Shelly's ManneHole in Hollywood, she
broke the club's all-time record, working to packed houses every
Im
night of the week.
Miss Flack's singular charisma is the product of an articulate
mind, an affable and communicative personality, and above all,
a remarkable level of musicianship both as pianist and singer.
Born 30 years ago in Black Mountain, N.C., she won a state.' wide piano contest at the age of 13, playing a Scarlatti sonata.
Skipping grades all through high school and college, she graduated from Howard University at 19 with a B.A. in Music
Education.
Most of her adult life has been spent as a teacher, first at a
segregated school in Farmville, N.C. and later at three junior
high schools in Washington. She began moonlighting in 1963,
playing for a group of opera singers at a Washington restaurant.
Within the next two or three years there was a gradual move
from classical to pop as she undertook a career in night clubs.
Les McCann, who discovered her in 1968, brought her to
Atlantic Records. Bill Cosby used her as the sole guest on his
television special last April. This was Miss Flack's first Blindfold
Test. She was given no information about the records played

in
La
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1. RUTH BROWN. Miss Brown's Blues (
from
Black is Brown and Brown is Beautiful, Skye)
Ruth Brown, vocal; Gary McFarland, arranger;
Chuck Rainey, electric bass; Richard Tee, organ.
I put down here that it sounds like Ruth
Brown; I don't know if it is or not. Did
she say at the end "That's Miss Brown's
Blues?" I think she did. I do know that
she has a new album out that's supposed
to be fantastic; if it is her, she sounds good
. . . excellent. I'm very glad to hear that,
because she did a week at Mr. Henry's in
Washington and she didn't sound that
good; but then she didn't have that band
. . . she didn't even have a piano player;
she had an organ player. She had Chuck
Rainey on bass, which isn't a bad thing
to have, and a drummer who wasn't too
good.
But that's great, great. Iwould say that
even if it's not Ruth Brown it would have
to be someone of her era, because you
don't hear blues like that nowadays—I
mean, you hear it, but to be able to sing
blues that relaxed, and to get all those
little riffs, the repetition of words . . . two
word phrases . . . without it sounding
studied or too accurate, it really would
have to be somebody from the same school
of singing as Ruth Brown. It's really,
really great. Whoever it is, it's fantastic,
and I'd give it afive.
2. GEORGE DUKE. Come Together (
from Save
the Country, Pacific Jazz) Lennon-McCartney,
composers; Duke, electric piano.
I know the tune. That's Come Together,
a Beatles' tune, but I really don't know
about the thing. I know that Cannonball
did a thing recently with his band, and
the reason I don't know who the Fender
piano player is is that it sounded a little
bit like Joe Zawinul. He's one of the few
piano players that I've ever heard play
the Fender piano like it was a piano and
not a toy. Whoever that was, there was
some very good Fender piano in there. I
think the band arrangement was not as
avant garde in places . . . not the kind of
thing that, say, Oliver Nelson would do.
I'd just rate that fair—two stars.
3. PEGGY

LEE. Love Story (
from
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Is That All

There

Is?,

Capitol).

Miss

Lee, vocal;

Randy

Newman; composer.

That was Peggy, of course. And the
song obviously is You and Me or something . . . sounds like that would be the
title, and it sounds very much like something she would write herself. I think the
song is cute, but it sounds a little bit too
much like Is That All There Is? to me
. . . the instrumentation; that thing that
Leiber and Stoller did that she recorded
and did so well, which sounds a bit like a
throwback to some Kurt Weill, which is
all right.
Iliked it . . . what can 1say? But Ilike
to hear Peggy do deep things as well. As
a matter of fact, I think I prefer her doing heavy things; with the quality of her
voice she just sets up something; even if
it's very simple but nonetheless a little
heavier. Even Is That All There Is? is a
heavier subject, but this is like a put-on.
I'll give it three stars.
4. DUKE PEARSON. Cristo Redentor (
from
How Insensitive, Blue Note). Pearson, composer,
electric piano; New York Group Singers' Big
Band, vocal.

I have no idea at all what that was.
It's pretty, but there's only one thing disturbs me, the Fender piano and the voices
were not in tune, and Ithink that's bad in
terms of the recording. The average person
wouldn't hear that I think . . . you would
hear it, though.
What it is, it's pretty, although rather
monotonous. I think if you turned it way
way down and you were romancing a girl
—or a fellow—trying to impress for the
first time . . . it sounds like something
from a movie; you can see the guy ushering the girl into an apartment, pushing a
button and this music starts playing softly
in the background—gorgeous! I'd give it
one-and-a-half stars.
5. NINA SIMONE. In The Dark (
from Nina
Simone Sings The Blues, RCA). Miss Simone,
vocals; Buddy Lucas, harmonica; Bernard Purdie, drums.

That was Miss Simone, The High Priestess, in quotes, and I remember that song
from years ago, and I'm trying to think
of who recorded it. That was one of my
dad's favorite songs, and I'm trying to

remember whether it was Charles Brown,
remember Charles Brown?
LF: Yes, and do you remember 111 Green?
RF: Yes, but it was after Lil Green, because dad used to play it all the time. It
was somebody like Charles Brown, because he had that kind of voice . . . This
sounds like one of the few things I've
heard Nina do where she didn't at least
try to make you feel what she's singing.
It just sounds like she doesn't mean what
she's saying. That's very unusual, because
she gets inside of lyrics 95% of the time.
This sounds like it might have been a
contrived effort-1 don't know where Iget
all my critical ability—but being very honest with you, it sounds to me like she calculated how she wanted it to sound . . .
the harmonica, the drummer playing heavy
on the quarter notes . . . Ithink it would
have been better if she had not tried to
sound like she was Lil Green singing the
song, because that's a mean blues tune.
I'd give that two-and-a-half.
6. PHINEAS NEWBORN JR. Little Wes (
from
Please Send Me Someone To Love, Contemporary). Newborn, piano; Randy Weston, composer.

That sounds like McCoy Tyner, or somebody who plays like McCoy Tyner, although Ihave to confess that Ireally honestly don't know. It sounds like McCoy
Tyner because I think of him as a very
heavy-handed piano player. Whoever did
this is a very heavy-handed piano player,
and it sounds . . . good. It didn't bowl me
over.
I think the tune is interesting, which is
the nicest thing I could say about it. It
sounds like an exercise to me. I'll give
that three.
7. MARLENA SHAW. I've Gotten Over You
(from Out Of Different Bags, Cadet). Shaw,
vocals; Richard Evans, composer, arranger.

That sounds like Eloise Laws or Marlena Shaw. I haven't heard Marlena as
much as I've heard Eloise. The reason I
thought it was Eloise is because I thought
I heard Hubert in the background on
flute. Anyway, I like the song and the
arrangement; it's fresh. I'd give it four.

CAUGHT IN THE ACT
Stepan Center, University of Notre Dame
Personnel: Fred McDowell; Otis Rush Blues Band; J. B.
Hutto and the Hawks; Houndog Taylor Blues Band;
Jimmy " Fast- Fingers" Dawkins Blues Band; Lightnin'
Hopkins.

Blues at Berkeley—sure. A major blues
festival two years running at Ann Arbor
—not surprising. But now there's blues at
Pittsburgh and Portland State, Wesleyan
and Wittenberg; there's blues at Bryn
Mawr, Beloit, Baldwin-Wallace, and on
practically every college campus this side
of Bob Jones U.
Blues lives at Notre Dame. When blues
establishes a foothold in the citadel of
football it should be sufficient sign that its
invasion of academe has reached impressive proportions.
It was a long time coming. Until two
years ago, bottlenecks were strictly for
pouring from on home-game weekends,
and Bessie Smith's name was known mainly
to those who'd read Albee. Then, in the
spring of 1969, J. B. Hutto brought his
Hawks down from Chicago and a couple
of hundred people found him to their liking. A year ago, Son House stopped off on
his way to the west coast and an audience
of 500 stomped its approval. But South
Bend was still on the map for football, not
blues. So much so that last spring, when
Luther Allison and Robert Pete Williams
were contracted to play at Notre Dame,
they were given directions to Indianapolis.
The concert finally came off, two hours
late, but without Williams; he spent the
night in the Indianapolis bus depot, 150
miles south of the home of the Fighting
Irish.
It doesn't take much exposure to honest
blues, however, to make dedicated fans out
of neophytes. Within the span of about 18
months, a sizeable blues-digging audience
has grown up at Notre Dame. Ample evidence of this was manifest at the blues
festival which greeted returning undergraduates on the first weekend of the fall
semester. Despite almost no opportunity
for advance publicity and despite the relative inexperience of the enthusiastic student promoters of the event, the audience
was there, nearly 1000 strong for each of
the two nights of the festival.
The Friday night session began late.
Fred McDowell, chipper after a 17-hour
bus trip from Como, Miss., arrived on
time; but no one had told the Chicago
performers ( J. B. Hutto and Otis Rush)
about the time difference between Illinois
and Indiana. So there were more than a
few anxious moments for promoters Bob
Brinkman and Mike Cervas before things
got underway. Mississippi Fred ("I don't
play no rock and roll") did a couple of
numbers to keep the audience happy, and
then Otis Rush took the stage for what
was to this observer the best set of the
two days.
The dynamo of Rush's five-piece group
that night was drummer Sammy Lay, who
provided crowd-pleasing vocals on Mojo
and Hoochie Coochie Man in addition to
sure-handed rhythmic control. Rush's band
was the only one at the festival to use
horns; a honking tenor sax and a spirited
trumpet ( the latter in the capable hands of
Bill Naylor) filled out the group's sound.

But Rush himself was clearly at the helm.
Repeatedly he brought the crowd to its
feet, both with his tight-throated singing
and with his biting, stinging guitar. By the
time he closed with his now classic So
Many Roads, he had taken the place apart
and put it back together again; a tired,
impatient crowd ( which had waited an
hour and forty-five minutes for the concert to begin) had become oblivious to
everything but Otis Rush and his talent.
J. B. Hutto followed. The audience
seemed to enjoy the prancing and mugging
of Lee Jackson, Hutto's 63-year-old rhythm

hind whichever vocalist was performing,
and puckishly horned in on a chorus or
two. The crowd loved him, and he reciprocated.
Following McDowell on Saturday night
was Houndog Taylor's raucuos trio. There
was nothing subtle about their South Side
Chicago blues; not that there should have
been. Houndog's bottleneck yelped and
growled and his voice barked happily above
the blare. It was loud, funky, straightahead barrelhouse blues—and it was great
fun.
The somewhat lower-keyed ( and musi-

JIM O'NEAL

Notre Dame Blues Festival

Otis Rush: Biting, stinging guitar
guitarist, but Hutto himself appeared to
be down that night. Technical problems
with bassist James Brickhouse's equipment
were no help either. But nothing could
dampen the excitement which Rush had
kindled in the crowd, so when Fred McDowell returned to the stand sometime
past midnight, things were still cooking
beneath the geodesic dome of Stepan
Center.
McDowell's set was not an unqualified
success. Though he plays an electric guitar
now, McDowell's style is still clearly in
the country blues tradition. It is the intensely, even painfully, personal style of
the Delta, and it wants no accompaniment.
Not only was McDowell accompanied, and
by the now inappropriately hammy Lee
Jackson; he actually found himself upstaged by Hutto's sideman ( and Fred's not
easily upstaged). Musically, they never got
together. Nonetheless, enough of McDowell
came through to keep the audience calling
for more, until finally, around 1:30, the
house lights came up, somebody unplugged
the mike, and the hall was cleared.
McDowell, it should be said, established
himself as the festival's unofficial but ubiquitous spreader of joy. When he wasn't
onstage ( and he stayed over an extra day
to make an unscheduled appearance at the
beginning of the Saturday night session)
he was backstage teaching guitar licks to
clusters of would-be blues guitarists, or
promoting after-sessions parties, or dancing out front with delighted students. And
frequently he crept onstage, snuck up be-

cally more interesting) Jimmy "Fast Fingers" Dawkins was next up. What Otis
Rush was to Friday night, Dawkins was to
the Saturday night session: impassive of
visage, restrained in his movements, and
spectacular as hell on his axe. Like Rush,
he worked the crowd at will, taking it up
with a hard-driving blues, down with a
plaintive blues, and every which way with
a nasty blues—then back up again. He
received able backing from bassist Roosevelt Bromfield ( who added two effective
vocals of his own) and drummer Lester
Dorsey.
Lightnin' Hopkins closed the festival
and he did it—though with some difficulty
—alone. Lee Jackson wanted to accompany him; Lee Jackson got chased. Then
Fred McDowell sidled onstage ( still busily
spreading joy); and he got chased. Perhaps
Lightnin's desire for solitude on the stand
had something to do with the fact that a
camera crew was filming the Texas blues
man for educational TV. At any rate,
Lightnin' played to the camera, not the
house, and thus failed to establish the
complete rapport with his audience that he
is capable of achieving, and with so little
apparent effort. ( His best number, not coincidentally, was Baby Please Don't Go,
which came while a camera was being
adjusted or loaded or something.)
Still, Lightnin' proved himself to be, as
always, a wonder. His soft voice was in
fine form, his amplified acoustic guitar was
mellow, and his familiar line of patter
wove its familiar charm:
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"I'm going into a key now I don't 'low
nobody to play in but me.
[Pause; fiddles with tuning pegs.]
Now don't you gittar players get mad at
po' Lightnin'.
[Chuckle; pause; etc.]
I don't 'low nobody to play in "A" but
me and Blind Lemon Jefferson
[Pause; sideways shake of head]
—and he dead and gone."
You know it's his act, you know he's
gone through it thousands of times in
coffeehouses and clubs and on campuses,
and yet it gets to you: the sly humor, the
rib-nudging inuendo, the double take, the
chuckle. Despite the tomfoolery, there's
nothing fake about the man. He's absolutely authentic—in his music, in his style.
And at the mention of the legendary Blind
Lemon you remember that Hopkins really
does go back that far, that the man from
Houston—no matter where he has been or
how many times he has performed—does
represent a link with a fading past. And
then you forget the rest.
The festival was a satisfying one, not
only because of the individual performers'
and groups' merits, but also because in the
space of two nights one had encountered
such a representative cross-section of the
history of blues. From the remote past
there was Fred McDowell, from the somewhat less remote past, Lightnin' Hopkins.
The raw city blues of a generation ago
was there in the persons of J. B. Hutto
and Houndog Taylor. The present generation of Chicago bluesmen was ably represented by Otis Rush and Jimmy Dawkins. And then there was the audience.
If the performers represented past and
present, the listeners—young, and in almost all cases very new to the blues—
represent the future. They won't be the
blues musicians of tomorrow, the kids at
Notre Dame and hundreds of other schools,
to be sure. But the blues, whose incipient
death is forever being predicted or announced, will die only if there is not sufficient demand for those who can play it
to do so. College students everywhere
comprise a large and growing market for
the blues, and they assure its future.
—Richard Bizot
Omette Coleman
Mandrake's, Berkeley, Calif.
Personnel: Coleman, alto saxophone, trumpet, violin;
Dewey Redman, tenor saxophone, musette; Charlie
Haden, bass; Ed Blackwell, drums.

It was the Bobby Hutcherson-Harold
Land quintet's magnetic gig at Mandrake's
in August ( successfully repeated since)
that steered the club toward a broadening
in its jazz policy; bringing in high-caliber
performers such as George Duke and Coleman. On his first foray into the Bay Area
since '67, Coleman came three-cornered,
playing alto, trumpet and violin on sets
thronged with originals written mainly by
himself, with a few contributed by bassist
Haden.
His violin playing isn't in the Jean-Luc
Ponty league as regards finesse, but he
came close to the Frenchman in searing
attack and atonal excitement on What Reason Could I Give with a saw-toothed dissonance that bit its tingling way up a
range of crescendo peaks. ( Haden un34
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Ornette Coleman: Splintered romanticism
blinkingly described this and another number poured out at boiling point as " ballads.")
Of his triple talent, the trumpet took up
asmall degree in area of interest. On Love
Call and on an untitled number, he adapted a hard blistering line, mature in tone
and approach, but operating in an irritatingly small range with hardly a variation trom the same descending passage.
Redman's musette, a Chinese reed instrument, was on the same narrow kick of
cramped, compressed register on these
pieces, both sprinkled with an Eastern
incense that the snake-charmer aura of
the musette emphasized—a Persian market
practically devoid of goods.
The splintered romanticism of Coleman's
alto flights—a lyrical launching into ferment and atonal tangents and back to a
melodic base—was elating, moving with
ease from the fairly straight to avant
garde extremes with no hint of the disjointed.
Few harness the consonant and dissonant as adeptly as Coleman. Crisis and
Haight-Ashbury were replete with berserk
touches, amok runs ending in shrieks, and
slithering passages that erupted in protest
at various points along their sinuous way.
The brilliantly sustained speed and dexterity on some of his solo stretches moved
the audience to applause in mid-run. A
surprising number of times he moved close
to and into the lyrical with a softly-contoured purity of tone. He's positively mellowed since the innovative stir he roused
more than a decade ago.
Haden is Coleman's ideal compadre
when it comes to cocking a snoot at time
signatures. They both move so elegantly
and are so mutually understanding in the
"free" realm. The bassist illuminated everything superbly, laying down exquisite tracks
that would have made the running smooth
for a less capable unit. His rhythmic introduction and the perfect little composition in miniature of his later solo on
the turbulent Crisis; his background figures tu the alto-tenor unisons and the two
hornmen's solos on the plaintive Song For

Che, and his pacing of Coleman during
the altoist's furiosa 4/4 were marvelous.
Tenorist Redman often coasted along
in a more suavely conventional vein than
the others. So much so that Coleman sidled
up to him during a reverie, whispered a
few words, and presumably threw an
atonal switch, galvanizing the tenor into
abandon.
Blackwell's shifting cymbal accents and
drum explosions provided the cratered surface the altoist prefers to fly over. There
was more lucid Coleman on Forgotten
Sons and Happy House as well as a few
energy-packed untitled originals worth sticking a label on.
Coleman should come west more often.
—Sammy Mitchell
Electronic instruments Demonstration
Streeterville Studios, Chicago, Ill.
Personnel: Art Lauer, fluty, Gary Burton, Modulon;
John Bishop, Ron Steele, guitars; Jim Atlas, bass.
All instruments played through and with Phase IP
Sound Synthesizes at one Urne or another.

A recent meeting of the Chicago chapter
of the Record Academy (NARAS) featured a demonstration of new electronic
instruments from Ludwig Industries. Dick
Schory, vice-president of Ludwig, owner of
Ovation Records, and a recording artist
with his percussion ensembles, organized
the workshop with the cooperation of several Chicago studio musicians plus Gary
Burton.
The principal "instrument" explained and
demonstrated in detail was the Phase II
Sound Synthesizer ( P-II-SS). Coles "Bud"
Doty, the developer of the unit, and general manager of the Electronic Instrument
division of Ludwig, supervised the various
aspects of the demonstration. Ron Steele,
studio guitarist, led off by demonstrating
five developments of sound modulation prior to the P-II-SS: Introduction of a fuzz
tone for deliberate distortion; the wa-wa
sound, which rotates the basic tone, that
is, it filters the harmonics; Echo-Plex--a
tape device using changing tape heads for
delayed response; the Maestro modulator
/Continued on page 42

FLACK

DREAMS

(Continued from page 14)

(Continued from page 16)

most pleasantly seduced rather than
violated.
She choses her material well. She's
had much luck with songs by Gene
McDaniels, a gifted young songwriter
whom she has called "sort of a black
Bob Dylan." His Compared to What,
to which Les McCann turned her on,
and more recently Reverend Lee, a delightful, original song about temptation,
have done well for Miss Flack, and she
has done well by them.
In contrast, she can take an overworked hit like the The Impossible
Dream and make it palatable once
more, or find new dimensions in Dylan's
Just Like A Woman. Good judgment
regarding material is arare talent among
new singers, but Miss Flack has it.
Perhaps that is because asong has to
mean something to her before she will
attempt it. "I have to like a song for
some reason," she told an interviewer,
so that the words mean something and
the melody's not athing you're ashamed
to play. But this can be any kind of
song, really. . . ."
Miss Flack's favorite singer is Frank
Sinatra, who, she says, "transcends all
the technique, all the thinking, all the
training . . . he naturally gets out of the
music exactly what the composer is saying." But she has little use for singers
like Tom Jones and Joe Cocker.
Not because she minds white singers
trying to sound black. "When my husband sings, you'd think Ray Charles was
in the room. But if you're going to be
an impersonator, at least be a good impersonator," she told Bob Micklin.
Miss Flack has been married for five
years to Steve Novosel, the jazz bassist.
Except for a summer concert at New
York's Schaefer Pop Festival, they have
never worked together. They have "an
understanding," she says. But when
she's on the road, she calls him three
times aday.
It is risky to make predictions of this
kind, but I'm not going out on a limb
in forecasting stardom for Roberta
Flack. Though she modestly disclaims
having star charisma or star mentality,
she most certainly has the former and
fortunately doesn't need the latter.
When one hears and sees Roberta
Flack, one is in the presence of that
rare thing: a totally unique personality
with a supreme gift of communication.
Roberta Flack sounds like nobody else,
and sounds like she was meant to sound
that way. She will be hard to imitate,
but pretty soon somebody will try. And
that will be an additional indication that
the talented little girl from Black Mountain has found success Fortunately, not
only jive makes the grade.
EMI

dication of what Vernon can do with material more tailored to his style.
Barry Rogers, trombone and ( would you
believe) Wagner tuba, is another musician
Ihad never heard before Iheard Dreams,
yet among Latin bands he has areputation
as strong as the Breckers have in jazz. His
darting trombone style furnishes a burry
buzz to the Dreams sound that will keep
it forever from going bubble gum. His
use of the Wagner tuba, a smaller, higherpitched version of that mainstay of football marching bands, gives a most unusual
tonal color to the ensemble breaks. He
has been called the arranger of the group
because he thinks and plays like an arranger and is the pivotal sound in the
horn ensemble. Yet, as he is quick to point
out, there are no charts per se. The arrangements are the same kind of delicious
"heads" that Neal Hefti and the Woody
Herman trumpet section used to cook up
during rehearsals. No parts are written
down. The musicians just hear where they
belong and seem to turn up there as if by
fortuitous accident.
Jeff Kent is probably one of the most
provocative and probing organists in the
business. He is not a cooker a la Wild
Bill Davis nor a soul-funk player like Don
Patterson. Kent is an organist whose moods
on the Hammond always underscore the
lyric, either his own or that of his partner
in rhyme, Doug Lubhan. Jeff is primarily
a singer. He writes melodies and lyrics
with an eye to how they will sound when
sung and he always plays organ with a
sense of what the song is communicating
to the listener.
Bassist Doug Lubhan—and Imust write
about these two men together for they are
as one in their music—is so musically
together and rhythmically strong that Jeff
does not need to bother with the pedal
board of the Hammond . . . two bassists
would be superfluous when one is as strong
as Doug. In addition to being the guiding
spirit of Clear Light, a rock group that
was too good to die the early death it did
(but then maybe that's why it did die),
Doug has been a session man for the
Monkees and has been on nearly every
album the Doors have put out—I hope
you didn't think that was Jim Morrison
playing bass!
Like with Ellington and Strayhom (if
on an entirely different level) it is hard
to differentiate a Doug Lubhan song from
a Jeff Kent song. Just when I had come
to the conclusion that Jeff was writing the
more involved, concertized selections and
Doug was responsible for the 45-type hits,
Jeff would pull off a zinger like Try Me
that will probably be on everyone's favorite Top 40 station before long.
The most surprising fact about Dreams
is the durability of their material. During
the time I was researching this article, I
heard every set Dreams played at the Village Gate during the space of two weekends plus one week of nightly performances, and I'm still waiting for these songs
to wear off. They still sound fresh and
interesting . . . but then, that's the stuff
Dreams are made of.
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The Secret of Manhasset's remarkable reputation is the Magic-Finger
Clutch. Over 35 years of
use has established it to
be the most dependable
automatic adjustment
fora music stand.

5,500,000
MANHASSETS

CAN'T BE WRONG!
The most dependable automatic music stand in the world,
used by more schools than any
other. Manhasset stands are
famed for their long lasting life.
Generations of band directors
have continuously preferred
these stands. Manhasset is the
easiest to adjust, because of the
exclusive Magic- Finger Clutch
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sophisticated substitution for his choruses.
It was interesting to hear the difference in
response harmonically. By way of tone,
Ammons had it all over Stitt, but that was
mainly because of the electronics involved.
On a way-up, head- arrangement blues,
they swapped eights and at one point
Ammons began The Air Force Song and
without skipping a beat, Stitt proved he
could play in the Jug-ular vein and finished
the phrase.
It should be mentioned at this point
that we were treated to a guest emcee—
Duke Ellington. His tongue-in-cheek oratory was a welcome change from the

"my-good- friend, God-love-him" drone of
Jimmy Lyons. And for correct chronology
it must also be mentioned that Duke
brought ' out the Clown Prince of Jazz—
Dizzy Gillespie, resplendent in a blue cap
and a red tassel straight out of The
Chocolate Soldier, green over-blouse with
pink print, darker green pants that billowed
into orange boots.
With Hamp and the trio still anxious to
service soloists, Diz led off with On The
Alamo and let it be known that his comic
tendencies were strictly visual as he unleashed the pyrotechnics of an earlier 52nd
street era. During a dirty blues, Diz decided to sing, but when he realized a bootleg trumpeter in the audience was about to
steal his thunder, Diz immediately re-

1971 Grants Total $ 6,500.00

down beat's 14th Annual
Hall of Fame Scholarship Grants
to Berklee College of Music
In 1956 down beat established an annual scholarship program in honor of its Jazz Hall of
Fame, suitably located at the internationally famous Berklee College of Music in Boston,
Mass., U.S.A.
The Hall of Fame Scholarship program provides for fourteen 114) scholarship grants to be
awarded to student musicians on the basis of their potential and current abilities.
Members of the Jazz Hall of Fame whom these scholarships honor are elected by down
beat's annual Readers and International Jazz Critics Polls. The Berklee College of Music
offers a four-year music and academic curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Music degree
in Composition, Music Education or Applied Music; and a four-year professional diploma
curriculum with recognition in Arranging/Composition or Instrumental Performance.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

Anyone, male or female, rega rdl ess
the following age requi remen t
s is eligible.

o f na ti ona l res i
dence,

fulfilling

Junior Division (
under 19): Any instrumentalist or arranger/composer who will have graduaied high school and who has not reached his 19th birthday on or before September I, 1971.
Senior Division lover 19): Any instrumentalist or arranger/composer who will have had his
19th birthday on or before September 1, 1971.

DATES OF SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION:
not later than midnight, December 24,
April, 1971 issue of down beat.

Official application must be postmarked
1970. Scholarship winners will be announced in an

HOW JUDGED:

All decisions and final judging are the exclusive responsibility of down
beat and will be mode on the basis of demonstrated potential as well as current musical
proficiency.

TERMS OF SCHOLARSHIPS:

All Hall of Fame Scholarship grants
e applicable against
tuition fees for one school yea r two semesters) at the Berklee College of Music. Upon
completion of the school year, the student may apply for an additional tuition scholarship
grant.
All scholarship winners must choose one of two possible starting dates: September, 1971
January, 1972, or else forfeit the scholarship award. Scholarships are not transferable.

or

The 1971 Hall of Fame Scholarship grants are made in the following amounts.
Two scholarships valued at $ 1,000.00 each
$ 2,000.00
Six scholarships valued at $ 500.00 each
$ 3,000.00
Six scholarships valued at $ 250.00 each
$1,500.00
Total value of down beat's 1971 Scholarships
$6,500.00

HOW

TO APPLY: Fill out the coupon in this announcement, or o reasonable facsimile, and
mail to Hall of Fame Scholarship, down beat, 222 West Adams St., Chicago, Illinois 6C606.
You will be sent immediately an official application form. With the official application, you
will be required to send to down beat a tape or record of your playng an instrument or of
an ensemble performing your original composition and/or arrangement.
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Please send me, by return mail, an official application for the
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turned to his upraised bell. Following
'Round Midnight on the tiny cornet he
occasionally whips out, Dizzy took What
Is This Thing at hurricane velocity.
While waiting for the Buddy Rich band
to set up, Duke recited his classic Pretty
and the Wolf as Diz made muted comments for an obbligato. Then the two rode
offstage on Duke's private A Train.
Buddy and band came on like a juggernaut, and Monterey got its Rich desserts:
a sizzling Rotten Kid; a propulsive Preach
'n Teach, with a great flute solo by Don
Englert; a way-up Sister Sadie with midcourse corrections that showed every hair
in place; and a floating Midnight Cowboy
suite that heard Buddy's busy figures superimposed over a lumbering feeling of
three. The suite earned a well- deserved
standing ovation.
For sheer excitement, for collective precision, for a band that is not just pushed
from behind, but launched right off its
gantry, there is no aggregation that can
compete with the Buddy Rich Band. And
now adding a deliciously funky dimension
to the combustion is the organ. This is a
band—more important, a leader—that
won't stand still.
Dizzy can't stand still either, so of
course he wandered out and played Two
Bass Hit with the band. That might have
served as the frosting on the cake, but Diz
wanted more and he got it. And Monterey
got one of the most thrilling post-climaxes
in its 13-year history. The rhythm section
laid down a provocative jazz waltz and
Diz took a galvanic solo. Then, while the
organist soloed, Diz climbed up to the
trumpet section and organized asimple but
effective riff. Meanwhile, the saxes were
agreeing on a riff among themselves. The
trombones couldn't let things slide and in
a matter of seconds we had an instant,
pre-shrunk, fully assembled chart. It grew
in intensity and Diz pierced through the
massed voices and the cool night air with
some appreciative licks.
But how to end such spontaneous combustion? Leave it to the old pro: Buddy
inserted an exclamation point . .. the band
cut out cleanly . . . and Diz responded
with an eloquent " do."
How rare when the high point of a
festival comes at the very end. How satisfying and how correct to end on "do."
* * *
Regarding the other kind of dough,
Jimmy Lyons' decision to exclude rock did
not hurt the box office. More than 34,000
buffs paid their way to agross of $ 154,000
—actually exceeding the 1969 figure. And
that includes the 1,500 overflow fans who
paid to watch the proceedings via closed
circuit TV.
This year, the sound system was flawless, the set was imaginative, the weather
behaved, and the fuzz had nothing to do
but listen. What I said about Lyons' DJtype emceeing cliches still holds true, but
no one can deny he presented an outstanding festival—the best one I've seen at
Monterey.
But don't take my word: Newport impressario George Wein was on hand from
beginning to end and publicly expressed
his approval. Like the pot saying to the
kettle: " Right on!"
MD]

NO. 1STUDIO DRUMMER
WRITES
A " NOW" DRUM BOOK!
Would you like to know the drum licks
used on the Bill Cosby TV Show Glen
Campbell Show, Joe Cocker's hit "Feelin'
Alright", and other hits from a drummer
who is creating them? Paul is your man!

Bessie Smith
by Gunther Schuller
is AN excerpt from the chapter on Bessie Smith in Early Jazz, by Gunther ( Oxford University Press, 1968). The entire chapter is highly recommended to those
seriously interested in Bessie Smith's work. Jailhouse Blues is included in the recently
issued second volume of Columbia Records' complete Bessie Smith series.

THE FOLLOWING

As early as Jailhouse Blues (
September 1923) we can hear the embellishment traits
that form the essence of Bessie's style. In the first line after the scene-setting introduction, "Thirty days in jail with my back turned to the wall," the importance of the
words in the sentence determines the degree of embellishment each receives. Almost
every word is emphasized by an upward scoop or slide, but each one differently. The
words "thirty," "jail," and "wall"—the three main words of the sentence—are also those
most modified by slides. "Thirty" starts with a relatively fast upward slur from approximately e flat to g flat. ( The piece is in the key of E flat. All pitches are approximate,
since Bessie moves fairly freely within the microtonal subdivisions of the scale.) "Days"
slides more slowly from the blue flat-third to the major-third, g. The next word, "in," is
a slightly flat g, in preparation for alarge major-third upward scoop on "jail": the most
important word, ergo the strongest embellishment.
These four elements are now reused, but with different words, of course, and in a
different sequence: aflat g for "with," and eflat for "my," a minor-third slide on "back"
(similar to " thirty"), and a longer g flat to g slur on the word "turned." In the sense
that "with my" is similar to "in jail"—the only difference being that the final return to
g in "jail" is not consummated on "my"—we have here a reshuffling of four degrees of
slides from the initial order of 1, 2, 3, 4 to 3, 4, 1, 2. The next two words, "to the,"
transitional and less important, are appropriately unembellished g's, rhythmically short
and connective.
So far all embellishments have been upward slides. Now, on "wall" Bessie uses one
of her other frequently employed ornamental devices, a double slide which at first
descends to a final pitch. Here, in Jailhouse Blues, because Bessie is heading for the
tonic, the approximate sliding pitches are [ shown in example A]. ( Bessie used two other
variants of this embellishment. Another one, also on the tonic, was [ example B], a
quick downward dip to the sixth of the chord and up again. It is used, for example on
the word "wall" in the repeat of the first line of Jailhouse Blues. But her most frequently used double-note ornament was reserved for the third of the chord [ example C].
This latter ornament appear with great consistency starting around 1925, and can be
heard on any number of recordings: Reckless Blues, Sobbin' Hearted Blues, Cold in Hand
Blues, and many others).

NO. 1SOUL DRUMS
by PAUL HUMPHREY
Learn how to really use that high hat,
snare and bass drum from the " best" in
recording
NO. 1 SOUL DRUMS
Soul, Courry, Motown,
Rock, Fills

Gospel,

Pop- Rock,

P.50
Latin-

MEET JOE PASS!

The Award- winning man with the
Guitar who has written THE BOOK:

JOE PASS GUITAR STYLE
A GREAT Guitar book containing Theory,
Arpeggios, Scales, Chord Progressions,
Chord substitutes, Technique Exercises,
Solos, Everything for improvising and ...
EAR TRAINING! ILEONARD FEATHER
(Author of Encyclopedia of Jazz) says:
"Anything Joe writes is of inestimable
value to the player and student." LOUIE
BELLSON says: "Joe Pass plays in my
band—he's the greatest! This book fills a
need fer all guitar players." HERB ELLIS
says: "Pass is a Gas! This book is overdue for all players."
Dealer Inquires Invited.

1:11 JOE PASS GUITAR STYLE $5.95
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By CAROL KAYE

HOW TO PLAY ELECTRIC BASS
(The Professional's Book)
$3.50
2 P-actice LPs for above book
$3.50
ELEZTRIC BASS LINES NO. 1 (
Soul, Boogaloo,
Latin- Rock, Double- Stop)
$2.00
[11 2 Practice LPs for above book
$3.50
D NEW: ELECTRIC BASS LINES NO. 2 ( How to
Sigit Read Boogaloo, New Rock Lines, Funky
Duets, Recorded lines)
$2.50
D NEW: PERSONALLY YOURS (The Complete Guide
for the String Bass Player on Electric) Fingering,
Theory of Creating Soul & Rock Bass Lines,
Problems Solved in all situations. Loads of Pictures, What it's like in the Studios)
$2.50
D CAROL KAYE COURSE. Complete learning package
featuring 15 easy detailed lessons, above 4 books,
3 Practice Cassettes ( 1 Rhythm). Quality mate•
rial to give you a Professional touch ... j29.50

D
On the word "wall" in the repeat line, we encounter another of Bessie's favorite
devices, a phrase-ending "drop-off" or "fall-off." It is usually associated with the tonic
and drops quickly to the sixth of the scale [ example D]. But occasionally she did similar
"drop-offs" on the third and even on the fifth of the key, as in Cold in Hand Blues,
where the "fall-off" drops to the third [example E].
Two further phrase idiosyncrasies appear in Jailhouse Blues. The one is a variant of
the "drop-off," longer and more pitch-inflected. We hear it here on the word "turned,"
an interpolated phrase repeating the last of the first line as a fill-in. ( This two-bar
"fill-in" would normally have been an instrumental response to the singer's first line, but
since Jailhouse Blues was accompanied only by a pianist, Clarence Williams, Bessie occasionally decided to fill in the two bars herself.) On the word "turned" she sings [example F], thus turning the word into a blues moan. Here, although the pitches are still
connected by slides, they are nevertheless more articulated than in her other ornaments
so that an actual melodic motive emerges.

GWYN PUBLISHING CO.
P.O. Box 1015. Camarillo. Calif. 93010
Calif. add 5% sales tax.
Foreign (and Canada) add $1.50
Foreign Air add $2.75 Books; $5.50 Records
Sorry. No C.O.D.:
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Bessie also had a unique ability to break phrases into unexpected segments and to
breathe at such phrase interruptions, without in the slightest impairing overall continuity,
textual or melodic. In the repeat of the "Thirty days" line, Bessie breathes twice at
unexpected places: between the words "my" and "back" for a real break in the phrase;
then again between "turned" and "to the wall," a smaller interruption. The reason for
these breath breaks is the previously mentioned interpolated half-phrase, "turned to the
wall," which prevented her from going to the end of the second repeat line without
breathing. Thus the overall partitioning of both lines is as as follows (' is an incidental
breath mark, * is a more pronounced interruption):
Thirty days in jail' with my back turned' to the wall'
Turned* to the wall/
Thirty days in pail with my* back turned' to the wall.
Note that in the one place where one might have expected a breath, marked /, Bessie
goes right on, bridging the natural division of the sentence.
Once could cite hundreds of such examples in which word and melodic patterns are
broken up in unexpected and often asymmetrical ways. It should suffice to cite one
more, the fourth chorus of Cold in Hand Blues (not counting the opening verse). Note
the breath interruptions here too, the first time after the word "myself," the second time
in the middle of the word, yet without the slightest loss of continuity. ( The trumpet
responses are by Louis Armstrong.)
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Your strings have to be balanced.
Like Gretsch.
They have to play easy.
Like Gretsch.
And jump out there with response.
Like Gretsch.
Gretsch " Electromatic" strings,
have that low pressure feel with
the easy fingering.
You play C&W? Then Chet Atkins
"Country Style" strings are for you.
And he's a pro who likes his highs
clean. His lows solid.
Flat-top guitarists use Gretsch
"Regular" strings. Their tone stays
alive for the life of the strings.
All three of these Gretsch sets have
an extra 1st and 2nd string packed
in each set. So don't get hung
up on your strings. Send for afree
Gretsch guitar catalog and see the
whole gang of Gretsch guitar strings:
Chet Atkins " Rhythm ' N' Blues"
strings, " Classic" strings, Electromatic
"Bass" strings, and " Folk" Banjo strings

GRETSCH

The Fred Gretsch Company, Inc.
60 Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y.11211
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for
details on all the new down beat
Arrangements. Use coupon below.
Cenci for free c1h/MWP Catalog

BIG BAND ARRANGEMENTS
ALMOST THE BLUES (A) by Everett
Longstreth. 18 (-I- cond): 5 sax; 5 tp ( V
opt.); 4 tb ( IV opt.). Very fast flag waver
in the Duke Ellington style. Based on the
first 8 bars of blues. Bari sax jazz and
some high note tp work. ( Pt 4')
MW 167 ... 512.50/$6.33
FANTASIA VIVO (A) by M. T. Vivona. 26:
5 sax ( as I dbl. fl); 6 tp; 5 tb; tu, 4 fh;
P,b, 2 d, tymp, mba. Latin flavored a la
Johnny Richards. Varied meters: 12/8, 8/8,
6/8, 3/8, 5/4—climaxing with superimposition of two main themes. Solos: tb. as, 11,
d. ( PT 10')
MW 163 .
515.50/510.33
IS THAT SO? (M) by Everett Longstreth.
17 (-I- cond): 6 sax; 4 tp, 4 tb ( IV opt.):
p,b,g,d. Slow groove tempo. Full soft ensemble for 1st chorus; 2nd chorus has as & tp
solos ( written out with chord changes) with
background. 3rd chorus in saxes & bones
for 16 bar ensemble building to full ensemble for last half of chorus. ( Pt 6')
MW 168 . . . $14.50/$9.66
KILLER JOE ( A) by Benny Golson, as
arranged and recorded by Quincy Jones:
Walking in Space ( A&M SP 3023). 15:
4 tp; 4 tb ( Inc b-tb); fi, ss, ts; p,b,g,d;
(4 female voices opt.). This famous big
band standard features bass and tp
solos with open space for others as desired. Odd meters with sa and tp combined: lush reed writing, hip ending.
(PT 5')
MW 159 . . . 512.50/58.33
Quincy Jones' album, Walking in Space
with "Killer Joe" and five other great
tracks, PLUS the complete big band
arrangement described above.
MW 159/LP . . . 518.48/511.66
LAZY DAY ( M) by Everett Longstreth. 17
(+ cond): 6 sax: 4 tp: 5 tb ( IV opt.);
p,b,g,d. Ballad a la "Little Darlin'"; nice
easy relaxed Basie style chart. Ensemble
for first 16 bars; tp bridge and first 16 bars
of 2nd chorus with sax background. Piano
or guitar solo on bridge and full ensemble
to ending. Solos written out with chord
changes. ( PT 5')
MW 165 . . . 510/$6.66

templative style with classical flavor. II
(Revelation) features slow, moody alto sax
chorus over dissonant pyramid background
that builds to end of movement. III ( Jubilation) is hard driving spiritual- like movement that shouts. Solos: el- p, as, tb.
(PT 13')
MW 162 . . . 525/516.66
THEME FOR JEAN ( M) by Everett Longstreth. 17 (+ cond): 5 sax; 4 tp; 4 tb (IV
opt.); p,b,g,d. Ballad. An original " Theme"
song with full ensemble opening for first 8
bars, then saxes and bones softly for any
spoken announcements or introductions,
then back to full ensemble with very strong
ending. ( opt, coda first time for "short"
version. ( PT 3')
MW 164 . . . 510/56.66
WADDLIN' BLUES (M) by Everett Longstreth. 17 (-I- cond): 5 sax; 4 tp, 4 tb ( IV
opt.): p.b.g.d. Easy 2 beat, down home blues
that builds to jazz solos by tp LI & ts I
(solos written out with chord changes). One
ensemble chorus and then 3 choruses going
out the opposite of the top. Basie ending.
(PT 6')
MW 166 . . . 512.50/58.33
THE DAVID BAKER SERIES
"BIRD" (
A) by David Baker. 18: 5 sax
(all dbl. as): 5 tp: 4 tb; tu: p,b,d. Very
avant-garde, abstract portrait of Charlie
Parker. Excerpts from 15 of Bird's most
famous solos fragmented, inverted, transmogrified. All saxes dbl. alto, pointillistic
backgrounds, truly panstylistic. Sax parts
very difficult ( PT 35'40')
MW 157 . . . $28.50/519
CALYPSO- NOVA ( A) by David Baker. 18:
5 sax; 5 tp; 4 tb; tu: p,b,d. Combination of
Bossa Nova and Calypso—Multiple time
changes, key changes, tutti shout chorus fun
changes. ( PT 10')
MW 153 . . . 510/56.66
CHECK IT OUT ( A) by David Baker. 18:
5 sax; 5 II): tb; tu; p,b,d. Modal, straight
ahead swing, strong melody, interesting effects. ( PT 8')
MW 155 .
510/56.66
EROS AND AGAPE (A) by David Baker.
18: 5 sax ( 1 as dbl.); 5 tp, 4 tb; tu; p,b,d.
Avant-garde—free rhythm with written
brass choir type parts ( sop. sax) middle
section is a heavy acid rock with classical
brass writing and soloist at yet another
level. Difficult electric bass. ( PT 10'45')
MW 146 . . . 510/56.66
HONESTY (A) by David Baker 18: 6 sax;
5 tp; 4 tb; tu; p,b,d. Brandenburg concerto
type intro, then funky blues with cadenza
break—Interesting backgrounds. Solos interspersed with introductory material. Small
group version recorded by George Russell
Sextet: "Essthetics" ( Riverside). ( PT 6')
MW 158 . . . 510/56.66

clbjMY/P ORDER FORM

SMALL ENSEMBLE ARRANGEMENTS
JAZZ COMBO
CIVILIZATION AND ITS DISCONTENTS
(A) by Pepper Adams 5: tp, fl, p, b, d.
Should be played quite slowly to allow the
dissonances to linger. In case another chorus is desirable: in the 32nd bar of chorus,
play two beats of C Major followed by one
beat apiece of F-7 & Bb7 to lead painlessly
back to E-7 ( flat 5). Title from Philip
Roth's working title for Portnoy's Complaint. ( PT 4').
MW 205 . . . $4.50/$3.00
FLOW PAST (A) by Bob Morgan. 8: tp,
tb.a.sas,bs,p,b,d. Alternating slow/fast tempo, contemporary style. Solos: ts, tp ( alone
and together). Written for Sam Houston
State Univ. Jazz Octet for 1970 Southwest
and National CJF. ( PT 5')

MW 203 . . . 158.50/$4.33

HOLDEN (A) by Bob Morgan. 8: tp,tb, as,
ts, bs ( fl dbl. by as or -Fs). p,b,d. Medium
tempo;
alternates between contrapuntal
and standard homophonic styles. Solos: tp,
tb. Written for North Texas State Univ.
"Jazztet" ( PT 3') MW 202 . . . 56.50/54.33
NATURALLY ( A) by Bob Morgan. 8: tp,
tb.as,ts.bs,p,b,d. Medium- fast bossa nova,
with optional solo choruses for all instruments in "regular" 4/4: extended drum solo.
Title tune from recent album by Sam Houston State Univ. Jazz Octet. ( PT 5%1
MW 201 .
56.50/54.33
PATRICE ( A) by Pepper Adams. 6: 2 ts,
bs, p, b, d. Fairly fast tempo ultimately
determined by facility of reeds to play
cleanly the triplet and eighth note figure
in bars 9-11 of the melody and, in altered
form. bars 25-28. ( PT 6')
MW 204 . . . $4.50/53.00
JAZZ PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
BIG JINKS (M) by Bob Tilles. 9: vb,
mrmba, xylo (playable by wind instruments
if transposed): chimes ( or bells): bgo ( or
cga); tym; b,g,d. Moderate jazz original,
16 bars. Basle style intro. 1st chorus all
melody, 2nd chorus open for any solos,
followed by pero solos for 32 bars, then
repeat to 1st chorus. ( PT 51
MW 210 . . . $6.50/54.33

THEORY & TECHNIQUE BOOKS
ARRANGING &
COMPOSING
(for the
Small Ensemble: jazer&b/jazz-rock) by
David Baker, foreword by Quincy Jones.
Chicago: 1970, 184 pp. ( 110 music plates),
81
/ x11, spiral bound. MW 2 . . . 512.50/58.33
2
JAZZ IMPROVISATION (A Comprehensive
Method of Study for All Players) by David
Baker, foreword by Gunther Schuller, Chicago: 1969, 2nd printing 1970. 184 pp. ( 104
music plates), 8%x11, spiral bound.
MW 1 . . . 512.50/58.33
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MO- T ( A) by M T. Vivona. 25: 5 sax ( as I
dbl. picc & fl; ts I dbl. b-cl; ts II dbl. cl);
5 tp; 6 tb; tu; 4 fh; el-p, el- b, g,d (d Il
opt.), mba. Brilliant brass fanfare followed
by Mo -Town rock beat. Solos: 11, b-cl, tb.
Solid driving chart that builds to exciting
climax with all three soloists improvising
simultaneously over a screaming background. A real crowd pleaser! ( PT 10')
MW 160 . $ 18.50/512.33
PASSACAGLIA ON A ROCK PROGRESSION ( A) by M. T. Vivona. 25: 6 sax ( as I
dbl. fl & picc; as II dbl. fi & bs; ts I dbl. cl
& bs; ts II dbl. cl & b-cl; bs dbl. a- c);
5tp; 5tb; tu: 4fh; el- p, el- b, d ( d II, opt.), g,
mba, tymp. Entire composition based on
progression of four rock changes with variations throughout. Slow rubato intro of mixed
woodwinds & horns; then into driving rock
beat. Features amplified fl solo with exciting background that builds and builds.
(PT 6')
MW 161 .
510/$6.66
REVIVAL SUITE ( A) by M. T. Vivona. 25:
5 sax ( as I dbl. fl; as II dbl. fl & cl; ts I
dbl. cl, b-cl &
ts II dbl. a-cl, b-cl; bs dbl.
ob & b-c1); 5 tp; 5 tb; tu, 4 fh; el- p, el- b,
g,d, tymp. A continuous 3 movement work.
I ( Meditation) written in slow, moody con-
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Gary Burton and Art Lauer

ELECTRONICS
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they'll give you
3 times the service
of ordinary sticks
under normal
playing conditions
• HERE'S A REALLY NEW
stick, made with two layers of
hard oak laminated to a center
core of bamboo. Designed to
give you perfect balance and
the strongest, straightest,
most durable stick ever made.
Available in models GK- L,
5A- L, 7A- L, and 2B- L

$3.00

PER PR

.5--/ineedand
DRUM CO.
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which added four percussion sounds plus
wa-wa, tape delay, echo repeat, and octave
jumping; the Condor modulator, which is
basically a more sophisticated Maestro
with the pickup coming from the strings
rather than changing the tone after amplification.
The P-II-SS makes possible asynthesized
sound basically different from the " normal" sound emitted by the playing of the
input musical instrument. A new synthesized sound can be produced in three
modes at the discretion of the player: a
parallel mode—two tone lines moving in
parallel relationship; a counter mode-two tone lines moving in counter relationships; the vowel mode—tone lines
merging to create vowel-like sounds akin
to the human voicing of vowel sounds. In
addition to the modes there are two fuzz
tones, fixed and movable, which may be
intermixed with any of the three modes.
A bypass switch allows for straight amplified sound.
Art Lauer, studio flutist and composer,
took over the demonstration with the
statement that the P-II-SS allows him to
create a genuine new tone not otherwise
possible from his flute, and therefore his
musical opportunities are greatly expanded.
Lauer prefers not to make a direct connection to his flute but plays through a mike
which feeds into the P-II-SS. He explained
that any woodwind instrument is effective
in this manner but there is a problem with
brass. The original brass sound overpowers
the amplified sound so it is not effective
in live performance. However, if the brass
instrument is being recorded, then it is fine,
and often preferable, to feed it directly to

the mixer board via a studio mike.
Schory then played a track from his
new Carnegie Half Concert album written
by Lauer, Fuira, which used several PH-SS units recorded live using 27 E-V
mikes. The playing got an enthusiastic response from the audience who particularly
appreciated the technical problems involved
without the use of any overdubbing.
Gary Burton then took over on the
Modulon, a mallet percussion instrument
that took five years to develop. It uses a
new patented ( pending) system with individual transducers under each bar feeding
through three pre-amps—one for each
octave. ( The highest octave reproduces
through the right speaker when stereo is
desired, the lowest octave on the left, and
the middle octave split evenly left and
right.) Burton put it through all of its
paces plus connecting it through the P-IISS. Burton's playing, of course, is something else but it does seem as if the ModuIon can open the first new sound and
flexibility in mallet percussion since the
vibes. Burton also demonstrated the new
Musser amplified vibes which utilizes the
Oliver pick-up system. It seemed much
cleaner and truer than anything I had
heard previously.
In the playing session that concluded the
evening, John Bishop sat in on guitar and
made very interesting music with Burton.
Lauer switched from flute to electric celeste, which was set one octave lower
than normal, reportedly at the request of
Henry Mancini, who has used it in several
recording sessions.
It was a good musical evening. It was
clearly demonstrated that musicians are
now able to use electronic technology to
create, and not denigrate their talents
while doing so.
— Charles Suber

AD LIB
(Continued from page 12)
28. On Monday nights at the Top of the
Gate, Billy Rubenstein and Hal Gaylor
hold forth . . . Grateful Dead with the
New Riders of the Purple Sage ( a vocal
group) was a sellout at Fillmore East
Sept. 17-20. Mungo Jerry, a very good
jug rock band, gave out kazoos and broke
up the Fillmore Sept. 25-26. Also on the
bill were Clouds and the Steve Miller
Band. Pink Floyd had a choral and orchestral concert on Sept. 27 at the Fillmore
. . . The Dinizulu African Dancers appeared at Willowbrook State School for
the Retarded Sept. 22 . . . Eric Burdon
and War were at Madison Square Garden
Sept. 25 . . . Kenny Dorham and Hank
Mobley were at the East Village In the
week of Sept. 28. The Grachan Moncur
III Quartet was in the week before with
Dave Burrell, piano; Bob Cunningham,
bass, and Andrew Cyrille, drums . . .
Roy Ayers' Ubiquity was at Pee Wee's in
September . . . Robin Kenyatta did a
concert at Hamilton College Sept. 19 . . .
Gene Krupa was to play the West-Chester
School for Retarded Children Benefit Sept.
26 but he was still ailing, so his friends
came out to help him. Krupa was replaced
by Joe Jones, Eddie Shu played tenor,
Donald Jordan, piano, and Herbie Lewis
was on bass. As a special treat, ex-Krupa
vocalist Anita O'Day sang with the band.
Miss O'Day also does weekends at the Half
Note opposite the incumbent groups, while
Ray Nance is a special guest on Sunday
nights . . . A new audio/visual concept
utilizing the laser beam debuted at the
party for the opening of the Galaxie
Theatre at 131 Prince Street. Two bands
played at the opening: Sam Rivers, flute,
tenor sax; Alan Silva, cello; Richard
Youngstein and Dave Izenzon, basses;
Selwyn Lissack, drums. In the second
band, Lissack played again with Silva and
Youngstein, Rick Colbeck was added on
trumpet, Karl Berger was on vibes and
Dave Burrell played piano . . . The Vanguard had an unusual Sunday bill Sept.
27 when The New York Bass Violin
Choir, directed by Bill Lee, performed
Baby Sweets, a narrative jazz opera written by Bill Lee and Sonny Brown. The
members of the Choir: Richard Davis
Rop. Carter, Milt Hinton, Lisle Atkinson,
Michael Fleming, Sam Jones and Bill
Lee with Sonny Brown on percussion.
Baby Sweets is expected to continue
through fall . . . Archie Shepp did the
music for a new play, Blue Soap . . .
Supershow, a British film featuring stars
of rock and jazz, played three days at
Hunter College. In the film were Rahsaan
Roland Kirk, Buddy Miles, Steven Stills,
Buddy Guy, Jack Bruce, Eric Clapton,
Collosseum, the MJQ and Led Zeppelin.

Los Angeles: The Jazz Crusaders followed Herbie Mann's new group into
Shelly's ManneHole, with Zoot Sims and
Al Cohn scheduled to follow . . . Dee
Barton's band played Donte's twice in one
week—a policy unusual even for the club
where unusual bookings are the norm.

Craig Hundley made a quick return engagement there and Mike Barone brought
his band back to the familiar Wednesday
slot . . . Billy Eekstine followed Oscar
Peterson into the Hong Kong Bar. George
Shearing will open there for three weeks
Nov. 2, and the World's Greatest Jazz
Band will do likewise Nov. 23. Teddy
Wilson will play the Hong Kong Bar
sometime around Valentine's Day next
year . . . Merle Ellis has replaced Pancho Hagood at the piano bar of the
Stockyard Steak House . . . Following his
stint at Monterey, Jimmy Witherspoon
played for one week at the Parisian Room.
Lorez Alexandria followed 'Spoon and
is scheduled to remain there until after
Jan. 1 . . . Carla Thomas and the Bar
Kays played P.J.'s for ten days but Miss
Thomas stayed on to undergo a series of
TV and film tests for possible dramatic
work. .. The Chick Corea Quartet moved
into the Lighthouse after Joe Henderson
debuted his new quintet there . . . Ella
Fitzgerald has slimmed down considerably and intends to stay that way for her
Nov. 9 opening with Duke Ellington at
the Now Grove . . . Miles Davis brought
his quintet to UCLA for a one-nighter
. . . Della Reese, recovered from her
accident at home ( she fell through the
plate glass window that wraps around her
indoor pool), did a one-nighter with Bill
Cosby at the Anaheim Convention Center
. . . Jethro Tull was at the Forum in
Inglewood for a one-night concert . . . At
the same location, different day: Blood,
Sweat&Tears . . . Irving Granz brought
in Cannonball Adderley and his quintet,
plus Roberta Flack, for a one-nighter at
the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium following their appearance at the Seattle Jazz
Festival. While Cannonball was in town,
he held an unusual recording session at
Capitol. It was open to all Capitol personnel and their guests, and Cannonball
made use of them on one of the tracks as
they sang along with the musicians. The
crowd was witness to a first as Nat's 15year-old son, Nat Jr., played piano and
sang one of his own songs—the same one
he played and sang at Monterey . . .
Speaking of Monterey, while Donald Bailey joined Hampton Hawes and Leroy
Vinegar for the festival Stix Hooper took
Bailey's place at the Pied Piper; Gildo
Mahones and Larry Gales subbed for
Hamp and Leroy at the International Hotel
.Merry Clayton worked at the Troubador for a week. She's a former Raelet
(Ray Charles' vocal group) and the wife
of reedman Curtis Amy .
Gene Harris,
leader of the Three Sounds, is getting
into the producing end for Mercury and
will produce the Quartet Tres Bien's next
album . . . Sam Fletcher has bid Los
Angeles adieu. He's received some good
offers from New York, so he's moved his
family there for an indefinite stay . . .
A bunch of Angelenos kept the Monterey
sounds going after hours at the Mark
Thomas and at the Del Monte Hyatt
House. Both sessions were under H. B.
Barnum's direction and included Spanky
Wilson, Jimmy Witherspoon, John Klemmer, and Bobby Lyle . . . The final two
concerts at the Pilgrimage Theatre will
feature the Bud Shank Quintet Nov. 1.

WORLD'S ONLY

STEVENS Ci COSTELLO
EMBOUCHURE CLINIC
Roy Stevens, Dr. of Emb., Auociate Instructor,
Teacher's College, Columbia Univ.
Embouchure trouble, lack of range, endurance, power.
Damaged chops treated privately.
Phenomenal ( TRIPLE- C.) embouchure technique
course for all playing and non-playing teachers.
Graduate students can register at Teacher's College,
Columbia Univ. for two ( 2) credits towards their
Master's Degree.
STEVENS-COSTELLO
FOR INFORMATION
EMBOULHURE CLINIC
CALL OR WRITE
1576 BROADWAY
212—CIRCLE 7-4092
NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. 10036

EMBOUCHURE TROUBLE-SELF ANALYSIS
Phenomenal-Triple C- Embouchure Technique
Volume 1 and 2 Combined
Publication Date — about December 30th

Regular Price
Pre- Publication Price
$35.00 $25.00
Contents: How to analyze and correct faulty embouchure regardless of your present way of playing. How
to start beginners on any brass instrument. How to
make transition from a limited embouchure to an
unlimited embouchure capable of a range up to
triple C. How to overcome physical deficiencies in
relating to the production of sound. How to detect
and correct a faulty embouchure in some one else,
whether you are a playing or nonplaying teacher.
How to breathe correctly.
INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
Make check or money order payable to:
ROY STEVENS EMBOUCHURE CLINIC.
Ienclose $25 for
Embouchure Trouble- Self Analysis
1576 Broadway, N.Y.C. N.Y. 10036
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idSschool of music
offering

A PROGRAM
OF COORDINATED STUDY
IN JAZZ, ROCK AND POP
by a faculty of outstanding
professional musicians
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMAS AWARDED
COMPOSITION- ARRANGING
INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
Enrollment open to full and part-time
students. For admission and
scholarship information.
JACK WERTHEIMER, DIRECTOR

Ids school of music

252 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 02116
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AND
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LARGEST
CENTER

11. Complete stock of famous name brand
percussion instruments and accessories.

1.

Owned and operated by Maurie Lishon-1 8
Years

staff

percussionist CBS-WIIJIM Chicago.

226 S. Wabash Ave.
922-8761

Chicago, ill. 60605
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and Mike Barone and his Orchestra Nov.
8 . . . Hal Frazier returned to the Playboy
Club in Hollywood—a room that has become his second home—for two weeks,
backed by the Joe Parnell° Trio . . .
Ray Charles was on a real charity spree
during his recent tour: while in Nashville
to tape the Johnny Cash Show, Ray
learned that Cash had just donated $ 10,000
to the local Kidney Foundation, and added
his own check for $ 1,000. On the following day, after a concert at the Palace
Theater in Albany, New York, Ray chartered a plane to Winston-Salem where he
hosted a concert for the Sickle Cell Disease Research Foundation. Charles also
presented a check for $2,000 to the
SCDRF, then took off, via chartered plane,
for an evening concert at Indiana University in Bloomington . . . A new show
on the local educational channel, KCET,
Channel 28, called Boboquivari (an Indian phrase meaning " from the old to the
new") featured the Roberta Flack Trio
and the Roger Kellaway Cello Quartet
on successive segments. The format of the
show prohibits cutting, so everything is
uninterrupted. It's local for now, but KCET
execs are hopeful of "selling" it to the
entire NET network . . . Another show
on Channel 28, Jazz Talk, features Gene
Russell as host-producer. Gene's trio will
play on it, and he will have guests who
will rap as well as play. Russell is still
working weekends at Ernie's in Holly-

wood: Russell, piano; Larry Gales, bass;
Steve Clover, drums; Fran Carol, vocals
. . . Ray Callahan is in town, negotiating
with a number of movie studios for the
rights to the film bio of his brother-inlaw, Jack Teagarden. Callahan won't say
which studios; he won't even reveal who
might be considered for the lead. Sounds
like the same kind of mystery surrounding the much discussed Billie Holiday
film.

Chicago: Sarah Vaughan opened her
two-week engagement at Mister Kelly's to
a packed house. Miss Vaughan, who is the
only artist ever to record at the Rush St.
nitery, received exquisite backing from 22year-old Jan Hammer ( anative of Czechoslovakia), piano; Gene Perla (
ex-Woody
Herman sideman), bass, and Jimmy
Cobb, drums. Larry Novak's Trio (
Joe
Kaply, bass; Tommy Radtke, drums) is
the house band . . . Count Basie played
two concerts nightly Sept. 26-27 at the
Antioch Country Club and Steak House.
The bands of Stan Kenton and Woody
Herman have worked the room recently
. . . The Afam Studio & Gallery presented
the Gallery Ensemble (Jose Williams,
soprano sax; Wesley McClendon, alto
sax; Gene Scott, bass; Bobby Miller,
drums) in a Sept. 27 concert . . . A new
club, the Red Baron, opened Sept. 20
featuring Tiny McCurdy and the Jazz
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People ( Richie Corporlongo, tenor sax;
Al Finey, piano; Jim Schipper, bass;
McCurdy, drums). A blues band works
the club two nights a week . . . Dizzy
Gillespie worked the Apartment Sept. 1819. Also on the bill: tenorist Charlie
Rouse with organist Don Patterson . . .
The Sutherland Lounge, 4659 S. Drexel
Blvd., featured Jimmy Smith's Trio ( Ed
McFadden, guitar; Candy Finch, drums)
for two weeks . . . Bandleader Tito Rodriguez flew in from Puerto Rico to headline the show at the Coco Loco. Congaist
Bentin Santiago leads the 7-piece house
band . . . Ramsey Lewis' Trio played a
concert at Northwestern University's McGaw Hall .. . The New Zealand Trading
Company, the vocal-instrumental group
that worked the London House from midSeptember to mid-October, included pianist Maurice Moore, guitarist Thomas
Kini, bassist George Cacas, drummer
Gonzalo Sifre, congaist Kawana Waitere,
and vocalist Alberto Carrion. Pianist
Monty Alexander's Trio followed the New
Zealanders . . . Pianist Donny Hathaway's
Quartet was featured at Lurlean's . . . The
Aragon Ballroom was forced to terminate
its rock policy due to drug problems. Promoter Scott Doneen, who had taken over
from Mike Butler's American Tribal Productions, said he could "no longer guarantee the security and safety of people attending the Aragon rock shows." . . .
Pianist Eddie Fritz' group (
Dom Geraci,
trumpet; Pete Frank, tenor sax; E. J.
Frank, bass) broke it up in North Riverside—"the best sounds in 13 years" according to observers.

San Francisco: Herbie Hancock's
Sextet (Ed Henderson, trumpet; Garnett
Brown, trombone; Benny Maupin, alto
and tenor sax, flute; Buster Williams,
bass; Bobby Hart, drums) played three
nights at Bill Graham's Fillmore West,
sharing the bill with John Mayall and the
Elvin Bishop Trio. With Henderson subbing for Johnny Coles (
who joined Ray
Charles' big band temporarily), Hancock
moved over to the Both/And for a week,
splitting the bill with guitarist Freddie
Robinson's Quartet ( Ernst Van Traise,
organ; Billy Terry, bass; Harold Rett,
drums). Leon Thomas, (with Arthur
Stirling, piano; Rafael Garrett, bass;
Arthur Lewis, drums; Richard Landrum,
Sonny Morgan, African percussion) followed them in and Gene Ammons was
slated for a Both/And stint following his
Monterey Jazz Festival appearance . . .
Recent attractions at the El Matador were
the Cal Tjader Quintet (
Al Zulaica, piano; Jim McCabe, bass; Dick Berk,
drums, Mike Smith, conga); Gabor Szabo's Quintet (
Lynn Blessing, vibes; Wolfgang Melz, bass; John Detze, drums;
Felix Falcon, conga) and the Chet Baker
Quintet (
Mike McCormick, tenor sax;
Bryan Cooke, piano; Robb Fisher, bass;
Eddie Marshall, drums) . . . Drummer
Benny Barth led a big band for the third
concert in the Jazz at Aquatic Park Series
Sept. 6. Personnel: Rudy Salvini, Pat
Houston, Lee Katzman, Zane Woodworth, Waldo Carter, trumpets; Fred
Murgy, Shep Shepherd, Van Hughes,

*erntiSitreMUSIC SHOP classified ads are accepted for a
"tems and services bought and sold in the wide
'nternational Down Beat market. Classifications
'nclude: methods, books, record collections, tapes
and records, musical instruments (for sale, repair, exchange, etc.), uniforms, accessories, jobs
offered (and wanted), arrangers, lyrics, correspondence courses, schools, studios, colleges, clinics,
camps, personals, vacations, travel, hobbies, audio
equipment, copying, music typewriting, transcriptions, texts, reference works, record duplicating,
music dealerships, bus charter, booking services,
talent agencies, posters, manuscripts, etc. ( you
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ARRANGEMENTS
DANCE BAND CHARTS. All sizes-from pop to rockplus listings of music books and supplies. Request free
catalog. Terminal Musical Supply, 166A W. 48th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10036.

BOOKS
GUITARISTS-STUDENTS-TEACHERS. Radical simplification of guitar technique. 64 page book " Guitar in
Fourths". Send $4.00 check-MO. Catalano Enterprises,
67 Sylvan Rd., Port Chester, N.Y. 10573.
RICHARD DAVIS, 1968-69 Poll Winner has written a
book, " Walking on Chords for String Bass and Tuba".
Send $ 3.50 to RR & R Music Publishers, Inc., P.O.
Box 117, Planetarium Sta., N.Y.. NY 10024.

By David Baker:
El Arr. 8r Comp. for Small Ensemble ....$ 12.50
El Jazz Improvisation
$ 12.50
D The II V, Progression
7.50
D Developing Jazz Improvisation $ 7.50
(Based on Lydian Chromatic Concept)
D Geo. Russell: Lydian Chromatic Concept
818.50
D John LaPorte: Guide to Improvisation (text/
3-7" LPs) Indicate C-tr; C-ba; EB; Bb . ea. $ 7.50
ID Jerry Coker: Improvising Jazz
$ 1.95
El Hank Mancini: Sounds & Scores
(1- 3 LPs)
$ 12.50
ID Oliver Nelson: Patterns For Sax
7.00
D Dan Ricigliano: Popular Jazz Harmony $ 6.95
D Rusa Garcia: Pro Arranger- Composer $ 6.00
D Chas. Colin: Encyclopedia of Scales $ 7.50
111 Gordon Delamont: Modern Harmonic
Techniques Volumes 1, II
each $ 12.50
Delamont: Modern Arranging Technique . 112.50
Wm. Leavitt: Modern Guitar Method
(Berklee) Volumes I, II
each $5.00
D Leavitt: Classical Studies/Pick Style ....$ 4.00
ID Leavitt: Melodic Guitar Rhythms
$ 5.00
D Alan Dawson: Modern Drummer Manual $ 5.00
D Joe Viola: Scale Studies For Sax $ 5.00
D Viola: Chord Studies For Sax
5.00
D Viola/Kobvica: Chord Studies, Trumpet $ 5.00
D Viola/Wilson: Chord Studies, Trombone $ 5.00
D Wm. Curtis: Mod. Method, String Bass $ 5.00
Catalog Free With Order

Free Postage Anywhere

Box 169-D • Libertyville, Illinois 60048

FIRST AMERICAN ROCK OPERA. $ Angels wanted $
Proven stage hit. Successful in Little Theatre. Want
to take off-Broadway. E. Durso, 927 77th St., Brooklyn, NY 11228.

PSYCHEDELIC CATALOG of Lighting, Posters, Jewelry,
etc. Send 25c. HOLE IN THE WALL, 60554) Linker.
shim, North Hollywood, Calif. 91606.

LIGHTING
LARGEST PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING catalog $ 1 (credited):
RockTronics, 22-DB Wendell St., Cambridge, Mass.
02138.

MUSIC MANUSCRIPT PAPER, top quality, 12 staves each
side, 81
2
/
x 11, 3 side holes, 100 sheets-$2.00; 500
sheets-$8.95. NES. Box 169, Libertyville, ill. 60048.

only U.S. source
$98.50
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PRACTICAL IMPROVISATIONS
MODERN HARMONY BOOK FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
scales, chords, blues, alterations, etc.
Send $3.25 to BOB TILLES
6153 N. Claremont Ave.
Chicago, ILL. 60645

NEW - REVISED EDITION
A New Approach to Jazz Improvisation
Guidebook:LP record - for all instruments. MORE
RECORDED TRACKS - 10 TOTAL. Bigger guidebook - more exercises- plus 12 page supplement!
Excellent rhythm section accompaniment.
Chord progressions - scales - patterns included.
Check/M0....$7.95
Canada add....$1.20
JAMEY AEBERSOLD
1211 Aebersold Dr.
New Albany, Ind. 47150

JAZZ PLAYERS-ALL INSTRUMENTS
EMILE DeCOSMO HAS CREATED THESE BOOKS
GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOU HEAR PROGRESSIONS,
PLAY BETTER JAZZ LINES THROUGH THE
POLYTONAL RHYTHM SERIES.
THE CYCLE OF FIFTHS
$ 1.50
THE II , ill PROGRESSION
$2.50
THE BLUES SCALE
$2.00
THE LYDIAN MODE
82.00
THE TRITONE CYCLE
$2.00
THE DORIAN MODE
$ 2.00
THE MIXOLYDIAN MODE
$2.00
THE BYZANTINE SCALE
$2.00
THE IONIAN MODE
$2.00
THE DIMINISHED SCALE
$2.00
THE AEOLIAN MODE
$2.00
THE POLYTONAL GUITAR
$ 1.50
Send check or money order to:
EDC PUBLISHING Dept. DB-25
1611 Kennedy Blvd.
North Bergen, N.J. 07047
Foreign Orders ADD $ 1.00 PER Book FOR Air Mall

JAZZ-Send 10c for complete SAVOY JAll CATALOG.
Parker, Hawkins, Young, Gillespie, etc. SAVOY RECORD
CO. 56-D Ferry St., Newark, N.J. 07105.
FREE JAZZ GUIDE. House of Jazz Imports,
Glenside Ave., Glenside, Penna. 19038.

DB

THE MUSIC OF GUY WARREN OF GHANA! Albums thru
Box 44, Achimota Accra, Ghana. Unpublished works
available only on tapes.
CASSETTES Cash in on a tremendous All- year-round
market. Big Profits. Send for lowest pricing and details.
Include $ 1.00 for 2 cassette samples. Write today.
DICTATION PRODUCTS, INC., Dept. DB, P.O. Box 528,
Hollywood, Fla. 33022.

THEORY & ARRANGING METHODS

WHERE TO STUDY

MUSICALS NEEDED

POCKET-PAK PRODUCTIONS
Somerset, New Jersey 08873

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
30% DISCOUNT Any Name Brand Musical Instrument.
Free Catalog. Freeport Music, 127 T Sunrise Highway,
Freeport, New York 11570.

BEAUTIFUL CONGAS
for the

BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
LATIN PERCUSSION inc.
P.O. BOX 88
201

947-8067

e Weà
Wil»

455,

phone or write

The musical play sitting on your piano may be worth
money. We seek new musicals with imaginative plots
and good music. Royalty basis.

PALISADES PARK, N.J. 07650

Box

JAZZ INSTRUCTION BOOKS-Free catalog. ADOLPH
SANDOLE, 243 Rambling Way, Springfield, Pa. 19064.

315 W. 53 St.

LP®

HOUSE,

Learn David Baker's jazz improvisation method
plus dixieland and jazz-rock.

Palisades Park, N.J. 07570
Write for free catalog.

P.O. Box 205

309 W.

STUDY JAZZ TRUMPET
with Skip Le Compte in New York City.

INC.

IMPROVISATION METHODS
MODERN MUSIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOK SUPPLEMENTS by
Phil Rizzo. First Step to Improvisation, $ 3.50; Spread
Chord Voicing, $3.50; Scale Variations, $2.50; Ear
Training Based on Twelve Tones, $ 2.50. Modern Music
School. 2979 Woodhill Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44104.

RECORDS & TAPES
THOUSANDS OF JAZZ LPS at fantastically low prices.
Modern, Progressive, and Blues. Send 25c for Catalog. Foreign: Send 5 coupons. SAVE- ON- JAll, Box
42664, Dept. C. Evergreen Park, III. 60642.

ACCEPTING BEGINNING CORRESPONDENCE STUDENTS.
All Instruments. Lee Konitz, 467 Central Park West,
New York City 10025.

CHINESE BELL TREES
CARROLL

CARROLL SOUND, INC.
P.O. Box 88, Palisades Park, N.J. 07650
Write for free catalog

JAZZ AND BLUES RECORDS. New and used. EUROPEAN
and CANADIAN releases. Jazz Panorama, MPS, Sackville
etc. FREE catalog from CODA PUBLICATIONS, Box 87,
Station .1, Toronto 6, Ontario, Canada.

MISCELLANEOUS

GUITAR TEACHERS-Free Catalog. New and better teaching publications that MOTIVATE and MAINTAIN student
interest. GAGNER GUITAR PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box
55-DB, Dover, N. H. 03820.

send $12.95 for a
different Hi- Hat jingle device.
(Genuine German Silver Jingles)

JAZZ RECORDS-Free Lists. JAZZ
Adelaide P.O.. Toronto, Canada.

TODAY'S MUSIC

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

INSTRUMENTAL METHODS

SHAWN ROCK BEAT

SKIP LE COMPTE
New York, NY 10019
(212) LT 1-1480

DRUMMERS
Stanley Spector writesIs it that you need more " technique" to express
your "ideas", or is the difficulty that you may instead require greater mental clarification of your
"ideas"? Ihave the feeling that what most people
think of as " technique" can more precisely be described as manual dexterity. On the other hand, I
often get the impression that so-called " ideas"
relate more to vague impulses and the wish to
make music. To break music down into two parts
called " technique" and " ideas" seems to me as
unreal as thinking of up without down, fast without slow, left without right. It is like saying, " I
know how to spell a word, but I cannot write it
down." I tend to believe that in most cases the
drummer who thinks he needs more " technique"
to express his " ideas" is really in need of greater
mental clarification of his '' ideas''. Some drummers
have found greater mental clarification of their
ideas in considering the questionHOW CAN A GOOD DRUMMER GET TO PLAY
BETTER? For further information about our recorded
home study course, write to the
STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING
200 West 58th Street (
at 7th Ave.)
Dept. 250
New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: 246-5661
Foreign inquires are invited.
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We

RECORD POST

thousands of albums ON LY AVAILABLE FROM US in England. Country blues
to Coltrane. Send us $1(surface mail) or $2(air maibfor a comprehensive
catalogue to"TONY" Lo ndon.S W14. UK. PS. for example:
BOB CROSBY AND HIS ORCHESTRA 1f29-Stump Off. Let's Ge!: Stomp off, let's go; Smokey Mary;
Spain; Grand Terrace rhythm; Wolverine blues; Voile,- idierial: Panama; Big foot Jump; I'm free; Er Stacy;
..ittle Rock getaway; Eye Opener. $ 3.
00 PAL
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jazz improvisation
by David

Baker

David Baker is head of jazz studies at
Indiana University, arecording and performing artist ( trombone, cello, bass);
and an internationally renowned arranger-composer of contemporary music.

jazz improvisation is aComprehensive Method of Study for All
Players. Foreword by Gunther
Schuller, Chicago, 1969, 184
pp. ( 104 music plates) 81
/
2 x
11, spiral bound, $ 12.50.
Contents include: Chord charts/Foundation Exercises/Dramatic Devices/Progressions/Scale Constructions/Cycles/
Turnbacks/How To Swing/Lists of
Tunes: Bebop, Standard, Jazz, Blues/
Constructing Melody Solos Analyzed/
Chord Substitution/Ear Development/
Advanced Concepts/Each of the 20
chapters contain discography with particular solos referred to chapter content.

Remit $ 12.50 for each copy of
jazz improvisation, free postage
anywhere. Free catalog enclosed
with each order.
Free Catalog — Free Postage
NEW

SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
315 W. 53rd St.
New York, NY 10019

DAVE BAKER'S
JAZZ ROCK SERIES
arrangements scored for nine instruments:

All
trumpet; trombone; alto, tenor and baritone saxes;
guitar; piano; electric and acoustic bass; and drums.

D

Roly Poly
125th Street

D Son Mar
D April B

D

Prelude

1:1 One For J. S.
D Terrible T
D The Dude
D Black Thursday
D Le Chat Qui Peche

$4.50 EACH
A complete Dave Baker Jazz Rock Library of all
ten arrangements . . . only $37.50.
Also by Dave Baker . . .
D The II V, Progression
$5.75
D Developing Jazz Improvisation $7.50
Based on Lydian Chromatic Concept
Free Catalog— Free Postage
NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
315 W. 53rd St.
New York, NY 10019

NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC

D
D
D
D
D
D

Russell Garcia (The Professional Arranger) $6.00
Angelo Dellaira (Chord Workshop) $7.50
(
Arranger's Workshop) $5.00
(
Creative Arranging) $ 12.50
Bugs Bower (Chords- Progressions) Treble or Bass

$3.95

Colin/Bugs Bower (Rhythms Complete) for all
instr. $3.50
Dr. Donald Reinhardt ( Ency. of the Pivot Sys.
tam) all brass $ 12.50
D Josephine Schillinger ( Kaleidophone) $3.50
Schillinger ( Encyclopedia of Rhythm) $ 12.50
ID Charles Colin ( Encyclopedia of Scales) $ 12.50
D Chas. Colin ( Modern Trumpet Method) complete
$7.50
ri Aaron Harris (Advanced Trumpet Studies) $4.95
111 Hank Mancini (Sound and Scores) $ 12.50
D A. Mancini (Complete Trumpet Method) $7.50
Dan Ricigliano ( Popular Jazz Harmony) $6.95
3 Fake Book for the Club Date Musician $7.50
D Capozzoli: AROUND the DRUMS (with Triplets)
(with open rolls) (with Rhythm) (with paradiddles)
(with Sight Reading) each book $2.00—Special
all 5 books $8.00
Catalog Free with Order—Free Postage Anywhere
NEW SOUNDS IN MODERN MUSIC
315 W. 53rd St.. New York. N.Y. 10019

D
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DOWN BEAT

Hibbler played an engagement in August
Bruce Wolfe, trombones; Holly Sergenat the new James Brown Motor Inn.
sen, Rich Henry, Mel Martin, Curtis
Lowe, Jimmy Lombo, reeds; John Price,
piano; George McNeil, bass, and Coke
St. Louis: John Heeter continues to
Escavedo, Armando Peraza, congas. Prebring in jazz attractions to the Gourmet
vious concerts featured big bands led by
Rendezvous. The Lou Donaldson QuinSalvini and Federico Savantes. Gus Gustet booking packed the place nightly. Hank
tafson's crew is slated to close out the seCrawford followed Donaldson and Richries . . . Barth, in addition to fronting the
ard Groove Holmes is a possible future
house trio ( Steve Atkins, piano; Frank
headliner . . . Bassist Kenny Ray's Trio
Passantino, bass) at the Golden Gromet,
continues at the East Side Stadium Lounge
also helped organize an appreciation party
with pianist Clayton Love and Pete
Sept. 8 for the KJAZ radio station staff.
Johnstone . . . Touch, one of the areas
The station, in addition to giving heavy
airplay to jazz music, also broadcasts a leading contemporary groups, took top
honors at the recent Kaintuck Music and
considerable amount of local jazz news
Craft Festival in Kentucky. Ray Schulte,
. . . Drummer-vibist Johnnie Rae works
guitarist and vocalist with the group,
Wednesdays through Saturdays with pianwas presented with a new guitar and the
ist Don McCarroll and bassist Mario
group received several recording offers.
Suraci at Union West. Rae also replaced
Other
member of Touch: Jerry Schulte,
drummer Vince Lateano in Don Pieelectric bass; Tom Roady, percussion, and
strup's band for their Oct. 4 gig at the
Paulette, vocals . . . The St. Louis Jazz
Casuals in Oakland . . . Ramsey Lewis,
Quartet was featured in concert with the
with guitarist Phil Upchurch, bassist
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra at the
Cleveland Eaton, and drummer Morris
Mississippi River Festival. Greg Bosler
Jennings, did a week at Basin Street West
came in from Las Vegas to write special
. . . Mose Allison was at the Jazz Workcharts for the group which includes Ken
shop Sept. 8-13 with Clyde Flower, bass,
Palmer, piano; Terry Kippenberger, bass;
and Lee Charleston, drums . . . The
Charley Payne, percussion, and Jeanne
Duke Ellington Orchestra played two
Trevor, vocals . . . Pianist Jim Gross'
dance/concerts Sept. 16 the Garden Room
Trio continues at Le Apartments in the
of Berkeley's Hotel Claremont . . . The
Mansion House with bassist Htrold
Harold Land-Bobby Hutcherson Quintet
Thompson, drummer Jim Zucker and
(George Duke, piano; Ron McClure, bass;
vocalist Gretchen Hill (who appears with
Oliver Johnson, drums) had a return enthe group on Wednesday, Friday, and
gagement as successful as their first at
Mandrake's in Berkeley Sept. 11-13. Or- Saturday) . . . Carol Kaufman, better
known as Koffie, split the local scene and
nette Coleman ( Dewey Redman, tenor
is currently appearing in the Chicago area.
sax; Charlie Haden, bass; Ed Blackwell,
Backing her is the Latin Nova, with Vince
drums) followed them in . . . Another
Charles, vibes, steel drum; Rick Holmes,
Berkeley club, the New Orleans House,
piano; Manny Quintero, drums, and Don
had the Fourth Way ( Mike Nock, piano;
Valadez, congas . . . Percussionist Frank
Mike White, violin; Ron McClure, bass;
Muriels Timbale Quartet ( Marvin DocEd Marshall, drums) and Vince Guater, alto sax; Jeter Thompson, piano;
raldi's Trio Sept. 18-19.
John Mixon, bass) took over the stand at
Baltimore: The local jazz scene has the Garage . . . James Moody, Sonny
Stitt, and The Three Sounds were at the
been picking up lately with more clubs
Black Eagle Lounge on separate engagebooking name groups and local musicians
ments during the summer season . . .
. . . The Gentlemen of Jazz brought in
Drummer Bensid Thigpen (younger
Count Basie to the Embassy on Park
brother of Ed) with saxist Alan Merry
Heights Ave. . . . James Moody with orand Curry Jones continues to please avant
ganist Bobby Pierce and drummer Roy
garde followers in the area . . . Vincent
Brooks played the Royal Roost. The house
Dee is the new drummer with the Chasers
band, the Jimmy Johnson Trio with orFour, replacing Tom Badman. The rest
ganist Bill Byrd, now features guitarist
of the group ( Al Bang, saxophone; Rich
Earl Wilson who moved over from the
Lowenstein, cordovox; Joe McCreary,
Red Door. The vocalist is Ruby Glover
bass; Sharon Andre, vocals) continues at
. . . The Carnival Lounge booked Richard
the Breckenridge Motor Lodge . . . The
Groove Holmes and his Trio the first
St. Louis Jazz Club held their annual
weekend in September . . . Tenor saxopicnic and featured performers were tromphonist Mickie Fields has been playing
bonist Skip Derringer, clarinetist Sam
weekends at Everyday People . . . GuitarGardner, pianist Charles Ford, bassist
ist Charlie Byrd played two concerts at
Pat Murphy, and drummer Joe Buerger
the Friendship International Airport Hotel
. . . Vocalist Gene Lynn continues at the
Sept. 11 . . . The Left Bank Jazz Society
Stork Club, with backing provided by orclosed out August with the New York
Art Quartet. Danny Brown and the
ganist Terry Williams and drummer AnDynamics, with singer Jodie Myers a lodre Macklin . . . After months of closed
rehearsal, the newly- formed Woodstock
cal group, was the club's first attraction in
September, followed the next weekend by
band led by Warren Hartman made its
Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers,
local debut. Personnel: Mike Brown,
with Baltimorean Al Dailey on piano.
trumpet; Craig Sergel, trombone; Tony
James Moody is due in at the club Oct. 4,
Rome, saxophone; Larry Smith, sax, flute,
Lee Morgan on Oct. 11, Dizzy Gillespie
vocals; Hartman, organ, electric piano;
on Oct. 18, Woody Herman on Oct. 25,
Bob Eagle, guitar; Ted Shaughnessy,
and Roy Brooks and Jimmy Heath the
bass; Jim McCurdy, drums; Holly Vaugh,
first two Sundays in November . . . Al
Jerusalem Clarke, vocals.

925
has apower
complex.
New Leslie® 925 with high power JBL speakers.

1

Sound. More sound. Exciting, dramatic
sound. Sound enough to fill acres and
acres at an outdoor concert, recreation
hall or stadium. Situations where you
need apower complex.
The new Leslie 925 meets these big sound
needs through anumber of innovations: the
finest high powered JBL speakers are now
linked to the world-famous Leslie bass rotor and horn
rotor systems. Special amplifier/speaker complexes were
designed and engineered to provide tremendous sound
output without distortion, reproducing both very high
and very low frequencies with amazing fidelity. You get
an additional power source with four 6 x 9
stationary speakers ... giving additional heft
to the sound output.
The Leslie Model 925 is rated at 140 watts
(RMS) and with more efficient handling of
the output, the apparent sound is nearly double that of
the most powerful Leslie ever made!

Hear the Model 925 at your nearest
franchised Leslie dealer today. It is
one power complex that's really easy
to live with.
Specifications Model 925/Single
channel, double rotor
Amplification: 3 separate channels of amplification.
Measured in continuous undistorted output ( RMS) :
140 watts.
Speakers: High powered, high frequency JBL driver,
high power JBL bass speaker, four 6x 9high powered
speakers.
Weight: Top section, 87 lbs.; bottom 127 lbs.
Dimensions: Top section 28 1
4 "wide, 20 1
/
2 "
/
•
deep, 14%" high. Bottom section 28 1
4 "wide,
/
20 1/
2 "deep, 37½" high.
Total assembled height including casters, 54".
Electro Music/CBS Musical Instruments,
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Bin 30, Arroyo Annex, Pasadena, California 91109
Leslie is aRegistered Trademark of CBS, Inc.

—

...at " The Percussion
Ciinic" for school
band directors.
Recital Hall, Eastman
School of Music.

Roy Burns
tells it like it is...
''.

... on the whys
1eand wherefores of
cymbal technique
in contemporary
popular music.

47

...to young drummers
with aclose-up
view of modern cymbal

technique by a top
ranked prcfe3sional.

...with a demonstration
on how cymbals
are played to
complement soloists in
the big band.

I
ith ideas and
u estions to a
u mer workshop group
t he Southeastern
cussion Symposium.

...on the evolution
of cymbals as .elated
to instrumentation
:n today's broaocast
and recording orchstras.
...to young drummers g
at an informal
"in-store" clinic with
Upham Music, Gainesville.
Flcrida as hosts.

...to an enthusiastic
future pro asking
about New- Beat Hi- Hat
Cymbals...Roy tells
him like it is...

Write for your free copy of the new " AvedisIdlian Cymba, Set- Ups of Famous Drummers''
AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY, 39 Fayette St., North Quincy, Mass. 02171

